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RESONANCE PHOTOABSORPTION OF ATOMS THROUGH THE AUTOIONIZATION
DECAY OF DOUBLY EXCITED STATES.
V.L.Sukhorukov', B.M.Laguifin', I D.PeöW, H.Schmoranzer1,
A Ehresmann', F.Vollweiler1 and K.-H. Schartner1

M

t Rostov State University of Transport Communications, 344017, Rostov-iu-Donu, RUSSIA
% Fachbereich Physik, Universität Kaiserslautern. D-6765.1, Kaiserslautern, GERMANY
$ I Physikalisches Institut. Justus-Liebig-Universitat, D-35392, Giessen, GERMANY

Photoionization of the subvalence ns-shells of an atoms of noble gases is investigated
theoretically and experimentally. The measurements are performed by the method of photon
induced fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS). The results of measurements indicated on the figure
for the main and first satellite
levels of the Kr atom, show the
resonant dependence of the
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The calculation of the
photoabsorption spectra of
subvalence sheik bas showed,
that the spectra are almost
completely determined by an
interference of the main and
virtual photoionization channels. The complex structure of
the photoabsorption spectra
indicated on the figure is determined by the channel which
corresponds to the photoionization of an atom through the
autoionization of the doubly
excited states. Good agreement
of the calculated and measured
photoabsorption spectra allows
one to say that the major processes in the photoionization of
subvalence shells are correctly
determined in the present
work.

1. H.Schmoranzer, A.Ehresmann, F. Vollweiler, V L.Sukhorukov, B M.Lagutin, I D Petrov,
K-H.Schartner and B MODUS//JPhysBAt Mol Opt Phys 1993 v26 p2795

II
CALCULATION OF AUTOIONIZING RESONANCES
IN POSITIVE ION PHOTOABSORPTION
V.K.Ivanov, A.N.lpatov, A.A.Shavrin, MS.Shendrik
St Petersburg State Technical University, St Petersburg 195251, Russia
In present report the results of theoretical study of resonance autoionizing structure in
positive ion photoabsorption are presented. The concrete calculations of the partial and total
photoionization cross sections and photoelectron angular distributions were performed within
the methods based on the many-body theory These methods use the Hartree-Fock
approximation as the zero one and take into account the many-electron correlations within the
Random Phase Approximation with Exchange (RPAE) for the calculations of phototransition
amplitudes1'2, the Dyson equation for the energy shifts (self-energy part) and corrections to
wavefunctions of ground and discrete excited states, the many-body perturbation theory for the
determination of Auger widths and relativistic corrections5. The photoionization cross sections
and the shape resonance parameters have been calculated for the series of single and double
charged positive ions.
The photoabsorption of outer 5s subshell of Sr* positive ion has been calculated both
using the non-relativistic approximation and with account of relativistic corrections. The
nonrelativistic calculations were performed within the Spin-Polarized version of the RPAE (the
ground state Sr* structure of outer subshells is the following: ...4p 3 f4p 3 i5sf) and with the
self-energy corrections to resonance positions. The results of these calculations have revealed
the strong autoionizing structure and the giant autoionizing resonance which may be attributed
to the 4p -> 4d transitions The similar strong resonance have been found in the 4s Ca*
absorption spectrum2 associated with 3p -» 3d transition
The relativistic calculations are based on the using of the Dirac-Fock wavefunctions
( 4p 2 );2 4p*3.7 5s l f 2 ), and the many-electron correlations are taken into account within the
relativistic version of the RPAE. These calculations of the Sr* photoabsorption spectrum are
being completed at present and the results will be presented at the workshop
The non-relativistic calculations have been performed for the autoionizing structure in 3p
photoabsorption spectrum of K* and Ca*2 associated with 3s -> np excitations. The results of
the calculations are very sensitive to the energy positions of these discrete excitations relatively
the Cooper minimum in the partial 3p -> ed cross section. Thus, the Hartree-Fock excitation
energy for the 3s -» 4p transition in Ca*2 is equal to 59.7 eV and lies just nearby the Cooper
minimum. For this transition one obtains the autoionizing resonance with Fano profile
parameter q * 40 and width T « 0.035 eV, all next 3s -» 5p,6p,... resonances, lying above the
Cooper minimum, have the negative values of q-parameter and smaller widths. Taking into
account of the 3s-electron energy shift within the Dyson equation method the 3s -> 4p
transition energy becomes equal to 54.4 eV. The calculation with this energy gives the qparameter value q * 4 and width T *> 0.046 eV. At present the calculations with the corrected
energy and wavefunction for 4p excited state in Ca* are performed and the results also will be
reported at the workshop
1. M Y a Amusia, V K.Dolmatov, V.K.Ivanov// Zh Eksp Teor Fiz 1983 v 85 p i 15
2. V.K.Ivanov and J.B West// J Phys B At Mol Opt Phys 1993 v 26 p 2099
3. P.Dunne, G O'Sullivan, V K.Ivanov// Phys Rev A 1993 v.48 p 4358

12
RESONANCE STRUCTURE IN PHOTODETACHMENT
OF Cr NEGATIVE ION
V.K Ivanov, L.P.Krukovskaya, G.Yu.Kashenock
St.Petersburg State Technical University, St.Petersburg 195251, Russia
The results of many-body theory calculations of outer shell Cr" (.. 3d54s2 6 S)
photodetachment are presented. The 4s electron photodetachment cross section is found to
have a strong resonance just above the 7 S threshold, which may be attributed to the 4s4p
autodelachment state. The calculations were carried out within the Dyson equation method',
which uses the Hartree-Fock wave functions as a basis. Because of half-filled 3d3 and 4s
subshells in a neutral Cr it is convenient to use the spin-polarized version of the Hartree-Fock
approximation (SPHF). Within the SPHF the Cr' electronic structure may be written as:
Istls4-....3p3t3p3i3d5t4st4s4-

(*S),

where the arrows denote the electron spin projection. However, it is well-known that the 4 s i
electron can not be bound within the SPHF method2. In present work ab initio calculations
have been performed in which the 4s4- wave function was obtained by the solving of the Dyson
equation. The energy-dependent nonlocal polarization potential of the Cr atom for 4s-l
electron, which is equal to the self-energy part of the single-electron Green function, was
calculated in the second order of perturbation theory1 including the monopole, dipole,
quadrupoie and octupole excitations of the 4st and 3dt electrons. Taking into account the
polarization influence of the 4sf subshell only one can obtain the 4 s l binding energy equal to
0.39 eV while the experimental one is equal to 0.667 eV. The contribution of the 3dT electron
excitations is five times smaller, but its addition leads to the 4s-l energy equal to 0 78 eV.

photon srwgy, QV

The same method has been used to take
into account the core polarization influence
upon the sp4 photoelectron. So, the 4 s i
—vepi dipole amplitude has included the
core polarization corrections for electron in
initial and final states. The photodetachment
cross section has revealed the usual
behaviour with maximum at the threshold.
The comparison between the results of
calculations performed with and without the
account of polarization influence upon the
outgoing electron shows that its effect
results in the increasing of cross section (in
length form) maximum from 90 Mb up to
the 145 Mb and its shift towards the
threshold. Besides that the core correlation
effect leads to the appearance of additional
peculiarities in cross section near thresholds

of opening channels. The comparison of present results with other calculations is performed in
the report also.
1. L.V.Chernysheva et ti.ll J.Phys.B 1988. v. 21. p L419
2. V.K.Ivanov et al.// Abstracts of 26th EGAS, Spain 1994 p. P2-91

13
Al/TODETACHMENT RESONANCES
IN PHOTOABSORPTION OF He AND B IONS
V.K.Ivanov, G.Yu.Kashenock
St.Petersburg Sute Technical University, St.Petersburg 195251, Russia
The results of many-body theory calculations of resonance autodetachment structure in
He" and B' photodetachment are presented. The polarization potential describing the
interaction of detaching electron with atomic core is taken into account within the Dyson
equation method12 The irreducible self-energy part £ (polarization potential) of singleelectron Green function is considered within the second order of perturbation theory
The most interesting feature in He" photodetachment is the strong narrow resonance just
after the 2s threshold, which is attriibuted to the Is2p2 (*P) autodetachment state. To calculate
the 2s photodetachment cross section using the Hartree-Fock (HF) wavefunctions as a basis
and starting from the ground state Is2s2p He", where 2p electron is bound due to the
polarization potential1, it is necessary to correct the 2s wave function. It is because of the HF
energy e1^ = ~0.3485Ry differs significantly from the experimental one eH? -0.0898Ry\
Using the Dyson equation we have obtained the corrected 2s wave function and its energy
equal to * * - -0.079Ry, Em (He ) - E" (He 2'P°) = -0.0S6Ry.
The improved 2s wave function is used for the photodetachment cross section
calculations both with and without the account of polarization effects on outgoing electron
Without the polarization influence the 2s shape resonance is too far from the threshold and has
a small peak value. The account of the polarization potential influence leads to the narrow
shape resonance with the correct position3 at the energy w = oiru ~ LZi3eV and with peak
value about 3500 Mb. The shape resonance Is2p2 (*P) acts strongly on the threshold 2s cross
section, that agrees well with recent experimental data1 and the Peterson et al's parametric
formula for the behaviour of opening-channel cross sections in the vicinity of a shape
resonance.
The resonance of another type appears in B" photodetachment due to strong interaction
between direct transitions of the 2p-electron into continuum and transitions of the 2s-electrons
to quasi-discrete vacant states in the 2p subshell. The extra 2p-electron in B" negative ion can
be bound within the spin-polarized version of the HF approximation 1st I s l 2 s f 2s4-2pz? (3P).
However the calculated 2p single-electron energies in B" (0.72 eV) differs rather significantly
from the electron affinity in B (0.28 eV ). The value obtained within the Dyson equation
method with monopole, dipole and quadrupole excitations of the 2pt and 2s4 subshells taken
into account is equal to 0.27 eV. The 2 s l energy and wavefunction are corrected the same
way. The new wavefunctions are used in the photodetachment cross section calculations within
the Random Phase Approximation with Exchange to take into account the interchannel
interaction between the transitions from 2p 2 t and 2 s i subshells The results of these
calculations are compared with previous calculations4 and recent experimental data'.
1. L.V.Chemyshevaeta!.// J.Phys.B.At .Mol.Opt.Phys. 1988 V. 21 p. L419
2. A_A.Gribakina et al.// Abstracts of 13th ICAP. Munich 1992. p. E14
3. C.W.Walter et al. // Phys Rev.A. 1994. V. 50 p 2257
4. V.K.Ivanov, AN.Ipatov, T.Andersen// Abstracts of 26th EGAS. Barcelona 1994. p P2-9I
5 H H.Andersen et al.// Contributed Papers of the 5th ECAMP. Edinburgh 1995. p.325
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PHOTODETACHMENT OF NEGATIVE IONS
K.L.Bell and C.A.Ramsbottom
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,
The Queen's University of Belfast, Belfast BT7 INN, Northern Ireland.
In comparison with photoionisation of neutral atoms and positive ions, there is at present
a deficiency in the information available on effects in negative ion photodetachment. However in recent years an increasing effort by both experimentalists and theorists has taken
place and some surprising features have been found. Some of these have to be further
examined by both theory and/or experiment since agreement is not always found. For
example, a resonant feature found by the present authors' has not yet been verified by
experiment and is in disagreement with earlier work2. In this paper we consider the extension of this work to the negative ions of the lighter elements Boron and Beryllium for
which experimental data are becoming available.
The following two processes are considered:
3 )

/ )—>f + B

(1)

P)—>e~

(2)

+ Be

The calculations employ a multichannel theory based upon the /^-matrix method for
electron-atom collisions3. Significant modifications have been made to allow for an accurate bound state energy to be evaluated directly, along with accurate contributions
to the transition matrix elements from the regions outside the ft-matrix boundary. The
calculations are performed in LS coupling and relativistic effects are ignored. The total
photodetachment cross section is evaluated from the following equation:

where a is the fine structure constant, ui is the initial photon energy in atomic units, /
and C denote angular momenta of the free electron and total system respectively and
< 0j~'||M||V), > are the reduced dipole matrix elements for a specified initial and final
symmetry. In this work we utilise the dipole length approximation for the dipole operator
M.
In the present work, a 10-state and 11-state ft-matrix calculation is performed for the
processes (1) and (2), respectively . Extensive configuration-interaction wavefunctions
are employed in the representation of the Boron and Beryllium atomic and ionic states.
This investigation of the effects in negative ions produces new and interesting features
of the photodetachment process. Details of results and comparison with experiment will
be presented at the Workshop but, as an illustration, it is found for process (1) that the
cross section shows a large dip prior to the 1s1<p* *P threshold followed thereafter by a
sharp rise. The sharp rise and following maximum may be understood in terms of two
quasibound B-(2j2p3 3 P°, 3D°) states.
1. C.A. Ramsbottom, K.L. Bell and K.A. Berrington J.Phys.B. 1993. v.26. p.4399
2. G.F. Gribalkin, A.A. Gribalkina, B.V. Gul'tsev and V.K. Ivanov J.Phys.B. J. 1992.
v.25. p.1757
3. K.A. Berrington, P.G. Burke, K. Butler, M.J. Seaton, P. Storey, K.T. Taylor and Yu
Yan J.Phys.B. 1987. v.20. p.6377

AUTOIONI2ING TRANSITIONS IN ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTRA
AND THIER ANALITICAL APPLICATIONS
M.G.Kozlov
0 I Mendeleyev Institute for Metrology
St. Petersburg, RUSSIA
Tha presenco of sutolonizlng transitions in atomic abcorplion cpactra prictioally for all the
elements is established.The short lifetimes of these states and related wide resonances
together with a high intensity of lines and assimetry of profiles make them an interesting
objects for practical applications especially for atomic absorption spectral analysis. Soma of
resonances .« g in the absorption spectra of gallium . indium or ittorbium [ 1 ]

have

nalfwidlh up to several dozen of Angstroms The unique peculiarities of aurtolontzing
resonances in ins atomic absorption spectra let us set and solve substantially new
analllical problems . e.g. make the atomic absorption analysis using instuments win a low
spectral resolution, not taking Into accountine influence of ina spectrometer apparatus
function as well as broadening collisions or Ooppier broadening . The sharp maximum and
minimum on an absorption tins profiles allow for precise

measurements of me

concenlrmion of absorbing atoms with a stirous absorption or emission of any other atoms
or molecules.
All mentioned peculiarities can be Illustrated by the profile of the talllum resonance s*t>
*'<ll

S

^ ^ i " ' " 1 "bsorptlon maximum 200.7 nm ( Fig i)

200
Extremly high intensity of the absorption resonances together witn significant haifwidth ol
peaks give a possibility reliably identify s ^ * ^ " - s i ? ^ . transition of tallium in analytical
signal . Well known atomic constants for the 200.7 nm line In TL T spectrum permit
precisely define of the concentration of tallium in analytical measurements.lt Is essential
that registration procedures exclude using vacuum spectrometers and all analitlcal
measurements can be made with routine spectrometer for UV region.
The opportunities to use the modem spectroscopy tecniques for sisiemetic study ol ma
autoionizing transitions In atomic absorption spectra are discussed.

Relerences:
1 M G.Korlov, Absorption Spectra of Meial Vapours in the VUV. M NauKa.1981
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ON T H E ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE PROCESSES
WITH POLARIZED PARTICLES
N. L. Manakov, S. I. Manno, A. V. Merenijaniu
Voronezh State University, Voronezh 394693, Russia
The "geometric part" of the differential cross sections for the processes with polarized particles is expressed in terms of tensorial products of spherical harmonics V/m(n).
The simplest example of such products are so called bipolar harmonics (BH), i. e. the
following tensorial products:

}

= E Cf£.m,Ylm(n)Yt.m,(n'),

(1)

where n, n' may be, for example, the direction of the atomic polarization and the
momentum direction of the photoelectron.
In some problems the final expressions involve BH with small L, but /, I' may
be large. So, in the study of the polarization and angular dependencies of atomic
photoionization processes (including the autoionizing resonances), at the present time,
the explicit expressions for the components of Y^M are obtained, proceeding from (1),
as a functions of angles, denning n, n' in a some coordinate system1-2. In this case
the above-mentioned procedure should be repeated anew for each pair I, V, and, with
increasing the latter ones, the expressions for V" v become more and more complicated.
At the present work we derive for Y[}' the following expansion

£

^ +x '-W),

(2)

which allows to represent the arbitrary BH in terms of BH's with minimal values of
the internal tensor ranks. The coefficients ax = ax(t,l',L,&) (here cos0 = nn') may be
expressed in the general case in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials P£(cos6).
For L = 1 we have, for example,

The expressions (2) allow to write down the differential cross sections in a compact
invariant form, for the arbitrary magnitudes of the angular moments I and ('. As an
example, the cross sections of the bremsstrahlung and angular distributions of photoelectrons ejected from polarized atoms with arbitrary initial angular moment j 0 are
presented.
1. H. Klax, H. Kleinpoppen / / J.Phys.B. 1982, v.15, p.933.
2. S. Baier, A. N. Grum-Grzhimailo, N. M. Kabachnik / / J.Phys.B. 1994, v.27, p.3363.
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AUTOIONIZING STRUCTURE IN PHOTOABSORPTION
OF SMALL METALLIC CLUSTERS
V.K Ivanov, A.N.lpatov
St Petersburg State Technical University, St Petersburg 195251, Russia
The resonance structure in photoabsorption spectra for small metal clusters and cluster
ion have been studied within the many-body theory methods. The jellium model with various
background charge density distributions is used to describe the positive cluster core which field
the valence delocalized electrons move in. The electronic structure of ground and excited
states of clusters with different number of atoms N are calculated within the Hartree-Fock
(HF) approximation, and the HF wavefunctions of valence electrons are used as a basis
The dipole-transition amplitudes, the photoionization cross sections and the oscillator
strengths have been calculated with account many-electron correlations within the framework
of the Random Phase Approximation with Exchange (RPAE). The well-known giant dipole
resonances1"2 in discrete spectrum are studied for clusters with different number of atoms. The
very important role of continuum spectrum excitations in formation of these collective
resonances has been revealed. The fragmentation of plasmon-resonance shape for the spherical
clusters, for example Nan, takes place due to the interaction between the resonance and singleelectron modes of excitations.
The strong autoionizing structure has been found for neutral metal clusters just after the
photoionization threshold, which is associated with discrete excitations of inner-shell electrons
For example, the partial 2s photoionization cross section obtained within the RPAE in
spherical cluster Na» (ls 2 lp*ld 10 2s 2 )
2000
(Fig.l) demonstrates the series of Id
-> np, nf autoionizing resonances with
1600
widths S 0.02 eV. However to find this
resonance structure experimentally one
1200
has to use the cooled cluster beam
BOO
otherwise all this structure will be
smoothed because of the thermal core
400
oscillations.
For negative cluster ions the
3.7
39
43
3.5
collective plasmon level lies above
ionization threshold and interacts with
photon vnargy (*V)
single-electron continuum spectrum.
Thus, this collective resonance has a
Figure 1. Phototonoatiofi crosj section of N»»
autodetachment nature and appears as
a strong maximum in photodetacnment cross section. In present report the giant resonances in
photoabsorption spectra have been calculated for Na»~ and Nai»" negative ions and compared
with other calculations3.
1 C.Yannouleas and R.A.Broglia//Phys.Rev.A 1991. v.44. p 5793
2. WA.de Heer//Rev.Mod.Phys. 1993. v 65. p 6)2
3 JM Pacheco and W.Ekardt// Phys Rev B 1993 v 47 p 6667
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EXCITATION OF K* (3p 3 4j j : P w , ^^ BY ELECTRON IMPACT:
ALIGNMENT AND CROSS SECTION RATIOS
B. Matterstock, R. Huster, B. Paripas", A.N. Grum-Grzhimailo*, W Mehlhom
Fakultat fur Physik, Universiiat Freiburg, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany
'Department of Physics, University of Miskolc, H-3515, Miskolc-Egyetemvaros, Hungary
"Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
We have measured the alignment i M of K*(3p54s22PM) and the ratio of cross sections R, a (3/2)/o(l/2) of the fine structure states K'Qp^s^Pja, ^ ^ for electron impart excitation
in the range of incident energy E, • 31.4 eV - 500 eV. The alignment iv was measured via
the anisotropic angular distribution of autoionization electrons

Is* ffl - I3/t [1+ Alo (ejocz 7i

(asj

where Oj is the decay parameter (with the value -I) and P2(cos 0) is the second Legendre
polynomial. The ratio of cross sections R, » o (3/2) /o(l/2) were measured as ratio of line
intensities I y / I ^ of autoionization electrons at the magic angle d a =54,7. The results for J20
are plotted in Fig. I as function of impact energy E,.
We have also calculated the quantities i M and RQ in the plane wave Bom approximation
(PWBA) and distorted wave Bom approximation (DWBA). For J4M best agreement with
experiment is achieved if the exchange distortion potential V a and the exchange amplitude
TK are included in the DWBA calculation (curves 5,6,7 in Fig. I). The DWBA values of
Pangatiwar and Srivastava1 do not agree with the experimental values for E, < 100 eV.
This work is part of the Sonderforschungsbereich 276 "Correlated dynamics of highly excited
atomic and molecular systems" at the Universitat Freiburg and is supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft
1. B. Matterstock, R. Huster, B. Paripas, A.N. Grum-Grzhimailo, W. Mehlhom //
J. Phys. B 1995, v. 28, in print
2. A.W. Pangantiwar, R. Srivastava // J. Phys. B 1957, vol. 20, 5881
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Fig. I. Alignment iM of K* (3pJ 4s2 ^^j) M function of electron impaa energy E,. Present
experiment - • . Theory: curve 1 - DWBA2, curves 2 to 7 = present calculations.
(2) - PWBA; (3) - DWBA, V^, - V,, ground-state electron density, T - T^; (4) =• DWBA,
V v » V^ ground-state electron density, T = T fc - 7 tt ; (5) » DWBA, V.,, - VM + V^, ground
state electron density, T - T ^ (6) » DWBA, V ^ « V, +• V^, ground-state elearon density,
T - T * - T « (7) - DWBA, V.,, - V, + V w excited-state electron density, T = T t o - T,,.
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ELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION OF Na-LIKE IONS
WITH ACCOUNTING OF AIS
V.F.&sdeon, V.I.Lengyel
Uthgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ukraine
In Coulomb-Born approximation with exchange ionixatioa cross-sections of JVa-Kke ions
AP+, 5« 3 + , feli+, Ar7* Till+ and Moil* are calculated. In addition to the direct knockout of target electron i«to the continuum (direct ioniiation - DI), the processes of excitation of
inner-shell electrons into low-hying AIS are considered (excitation aotoionization - EA)
e-,

n = 3,4;

( = 0,1,2.

The total ioniiation cross-section is represented in the form
<rt = <rd + E.B.Vi*.

Bf =

T.3Ay{T,,AJ

where <n is the direct croe-»ection <rj, i» the cross-section of exchange of electrons to the AlS-level
t i4f; is the probability of autoionisation is the channel ; .4^ i* the probabUity of radiation
decay to the n-level.
The ware-functions of bound-states were calcalated in one-configarational HF-approximation
with the complete »eB-consiatease for erery LS-term separately. The method of calculation is
described in (lj.
IntaeSg. the dependence of calcaUtad cross-section rersas charge z is shown. The coefficient
B° was defined as a ration of summary cross-sections EA to the snmmary cross-section of
excitation of every ion at a given energy. The valves of cross-sections are given at incident
electron energies eqial to 1.3 of threshold energy of excitatiton of 2p-electron. It is to be noticed
that the dependence of EA-croM-«ectk>n it almost linear (in the chosen logaritmic scale). The
probabilities of radiation-decay of AIS
were calculated in the
dipole appoximation,
while the probabilities
of antoionif ation were
calculated with taking
into acconnt only electro-static interaction
of electron.
It a seen In the
fig. that at 7 < z the
role of DI dominates
over the process of EA.
At 7 < z < 42 the decisive
role ia played by EA.
Further increase of z
again leads to domination of DI, since the
majority of excited AIS
are decaying via radiation channel.
Fig. The dependence of excitation cross-section (curve 1), cross-section of EA (curve 2), crosssection of DI, calculated by L»U-(ormala (curve 1), and B° (right scale, curve 4) versus ioncharge ».
1. V.F.Cedeon et al// Optika i •p«cktro.koPi»,lfl8l),v.87,P.'i67
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ELECTRON SCATTERING WITH HEAVY AT.KAT.TN? EARTH:
STRONTIUM ANP BARIUM ATOMS

J.A.Mandy, M.I.Romanyuk, O.B.Shpen'k arn.i F.F.Payp
Institute of Election Pliysios, National A<^denty of Sciern>:s,
IteligMjrod, 294016, Ukraine
The existence of the negative Ions and the low-lying resonance structure should be a common feature for the heavy alkaline-earth atoms. In practice, scattering experiments have only
been carried out a Tew of the elements and the measurements are
enerally at impact energies above the first ioniaation potenial.
The measurements were carried out by a hypocycloidal electron spectrometer with Improved transmission using crossed beam
1
We have studied the elastic and
electron
n inelastic
inlti
eletron
method
S and
d Ba
B atoms in
i the
h energy range bbelow the ioscattering bby Sr
nisatlon potential. Energy dependence of the differential cross
sections nave been determined in the different angular range.
Energy dependences of the elastic scattering differential
cross sections for Sr atoms (see ?ig.1) in the energy range near
1 eV reveal a broad inaximum due t<> decay of the f5s';4d)2D Sr"
shape resonances. Experimental data compared with the calculations performed within a framework of optical potential method 2.
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Fly.1. Elastic scattering differential CH^SP section
for Sr atoms ( TTA~ analyser potential )
t . M.T.Romanyvik et s i . / / OkraLr.nVy ?i7..3i. 199?, 7.37, r . . t ^ 9 .
2. V.T.Kelemerj et a l . / / J.Phys B. 1995, V.?g, n.in?7.
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ROLE OP THE AUTOIONIZING STATES IN THE ELECTRON-IMPACT
EXCITATION OP THE Cd ION RESONANCE LINES
A.N.Gornonal, A.I.Imre, V.S.Vukstlch, O.I.Zatsarlnny
Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod 294016, Ukraine
Electron-Impact excitation or the resonance 5p P. levels of
the Cd Ion has oeen studied from the threshold up*3 to 12 eV.
Experiment was carried out In the crossed electron and Ion beams
using the optical spectroscopy method. The Cd Ion, produced In
the low-voltage discharge (<12 eV) Ion source, were formed Into
a beam and separated from the neutral Cd atoms by a 90
electrostatic capacitor. The Ion beam (E=1 keV, 1=0.5-1 uA) was
Intersected at right angle by a ribbon electron beam (E= 4-15 eV,
I=5g50 uA, 0.5 eV energy spread (FWHM)) at a pressure of
10 ° Torr. Radiation was spectrally separated by means of 70°
vacuum monochromator_1uslng the Seya-Namloka optical scheme. The
signal of (1-20) s magnitude at signal to nclse ratio of
1/2-1/20 was extracted using a modulation technique. The experimental data were measured and processed using a PC-CAMAC system.
The combined excitation functions for Doth resonance lines
(X226.5 nm and A214.4. run) of Cd have revealed the resonance
structure (see fig.) not observed earlier [1]. Experimental
results are compared with the close-coupling calculations carried
out In the foure states (5s-5p-4d'5s -6s) approximation. The
structure is due to the electron capture by the ion resulting in
10
2
5
( D 5 / 23/2 )n1
the formation of the 4d 5p( P 3 / 2 )nl, 4d
1 1°6s('lS )n l auto ionising states of the Cd atom, the subse•id
1/2 2 2
d °6
quent decay of.which leads to the population of the resonance levels of the Cd ion.
References
1. K.Hane et al. //J.Phys.B. 1983. V.16. P.629; Phys.Rev. 1983.
V.27. P.124.
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EJECTED-ELECTRON EXCITATION FUNCTIONS OF AUTOIONISING STATES
OF LITHIUM ATOMS IN THE NEAR-THRESHOLD REGION
A.A.Borovik, I.S.AIeksakhin*. V.N. Krasilinec
Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, 294016, Ukraine
•-Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, 294000, Ukraine
We report on the results of measurements of ejected-electron excitation functions
(EEEF) for the most low-lying antoionisiug levels (ls2snl)z>4L in lithium atoms
excited by electron impact The data were obtained on an electron spectrometer
consisted of the 127° cylindrical deflection analyser, the electron gun with well
defined beam geometry and an atomic beam source. The energy spread in the
incident beam, as measured for inelastic scattering features in lithium was = 0.3 eV
(FWHM). The EEEF were obtained by measuring ejected-electron intensities at 90°
to an incident electron beam taking into account the intensity of the continuous
background presented in spectra.
As an example of results the figure 1 ihowi the excitation function of the (Is2s 2 )
Z
S level at 36.39 eV. Two strong resonant features are present at 0.2 eV and 0.6 eV
above the excitation threshold and few other features can see at higher energies.
Similar reach structure exist on the FPFF for other low-liying both doublet and
quartet autoionising states. Some of features coincide in energy position. The
existence of such structure undoubtly point out the strong influence of negative-ion
levels on inner-shell electron-impact excitation of lithium. In report the special
attention will be payed to the energy positions and decay channels of these levels.
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Fig.1. Ejected-electron excitation function for (ls2s 2 ) 2 S autoionising level at
56.39 eV in lithium.
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NEAR-THRESHOLD EXCITATION OF CERTAIN EMISSIONS FROM
QUAS1METASTABLE A1S OF POTASSIUM IN ELECTRON-ATOM COLLISIONS
G.G.Bogacber
Institute of Electron Physics. Univasitetska, 71, Uzhgorod 2940 It, Ukraine
It is well-known that among potassium atom AIS both totally metastable i and metastable
against only the autoionization state do exist The last allowed one to observe them in the
radiative channd » « and were named quaametastable AIS. Present work is devoted to new data
on the optical excitation functions (EFs) in the VUV region for such potassium AISs. The work
was carried out by means of the crossed electron and atomic beams apparatus similar to that
used earlier in 2. Contrary to J, the measuring procedure in our apparatus was automated (using
microcomputer and CAMA.C system).
For the fiat time we have measured the excitation function of the 47.4 am spectra] line of the
potassium atom corresponding to the radiative decay of the 3p*4s4p *Syj level. One can see in
the figure this EF showing theprominent structure near the threshold, i.e. the sharp peak whose
width is equal to that of the energy spread of the electron beam (-1.2 eV). The remeasured EF
of the 72.1 am spectral line arising from the 3p*4s3d <P°sn level is also shown in the figure It
poscsses the shoulder near the threshold whose eneqgy position coincides with that of the peak in
the abovemenn'oned line EF. The insertion in the figure shows comparison of this EF (points)
with earlier result> (circles).
The EF of the metastablc potassium atom 3pVfc3d «F°yi level i has a similar behaviour near
the threshold (see fig.). In the recent high-energy resolution investigationss of the EF the abovementioned structure was found to be splitted onto three sharp peaks of approximately equal
amplitudes. It was assumed that such structures may be attributed to the negative ton states.
Thus, near the threshold, the metasUble level is excited primarily via the resonant K~ states
lying in the potassium atom aotoioniang region. Such K" states are unknown up to date '. One
may obtain an additional confirmation of their existence by studying accurately the ejecteddectron spectra beta w I eV producted by the decays of these states.
Since the energy position of near-threshold structures in our Efs coincide with those in the
metastable-state EF, the origin of the near-threshold structures may be related to the excitation
via the K~ resonances. These resonances seem to belong to the 3pMs3dnl and 3ps4s4pnl
configurations.
1. P.FddmanJELNovick7/
Pbys.Rev. l»«7. v.KO.p.143.
2. LSJVleksakhin et zL/l Zh. Eksp
Teorfis. 1981. v.80. p.2187.
SovJhys.-JETP. l»8l.v.53.p.U40
3. Yu K-Gabridyan et alJ/
Phys. Led. 1»84. v. 101 A. p. 1»8.
4. AJ.Meaddsohn et aL//
Phys. Rev. A. 1987. v.35. p.2M5.
5. HLRojasetiL.//5thECAMP
Abstracts. IMS. p. 123.
i. SJ.Bucfanan.C.W.aatkJ/
Rev.Mod.Phys. 1»»4. v.i«.p.S83.
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POST COLLISION INTERACTION IN THE NEAR-THRESHOLD
INNER SHELL IONIZATION BY ELECTRON IMPACT
A.K.Kazansky and V.N.Ostrovsky
Institute of Physics, The University of St Petersburg 19890-1 St Petersburg, Russia
Recently Kanim ef all have studied the electron impact ionization of Ne atom with
formation of the inner shell Is vacancy. The subsequent decay of the vacancy produces
Auger electrons detected in experiment. Near the threshold of the ionization process both
the incident and ejected electrons are slow. They form a strongly correlated pair described
by the famous Wannier2 mechanism. Post collision interaction (PCI) of the fast Auger
electron with the Wannier pair distorts the shape of Auger profile in the electron energy
spectrum. We describe the profile combining general quasimolecular theory of PCI3 with
the recent reformulation of the Wannier threshold law4. We cite here the basic formula
of our approach giving the PCI amplitude F(Ej) (the energy specrum is proportional to

F[E,) = J

dR ^ - <f>B/(R) • , ( « ) .

(1)

Here $, is the wave function of the initial state of the pair for the complex energy E =
E, - jF (it includes the Auger decay width P). $E, is the final state wave function for the
pair with the energy Ef. Within the approach of Ref.[4] both these functions depend only
on the hyperradius R = \/rJ + r\, where r\ and r"j are the electron vectors relative the
atomic nucleus. Within the semiclassical approximation both • ; and $ E are expressed

(2)

The equations for the effective momentum of the pair on the Wannier ridge pn{R) were
deduced in Ref.[4]; they are different for the initial and final states because the charges
of the ionic core seen by the Wannier pair are different before and after the Auger decay.
The formulae similar to (1) can be obtained also in the shake-off approximation for PCI
or in other versions of the theory*. In the absence of PCI the expression (1) produces
Lorentz profile. Evaluation of the integral in (1) by the stationary phase method gives
the result which is particularly physically appealing.
We study the influence of PCI on the effective exponent in the Wannier threshold law
(the problem raised by Kamm et o/1). We compare also the range of energies where the
Wannier power threshold law is applicable in the cases of inner- and outer- shell ionization
(cf. Ref.[6l).
1. M.Kamm, W.Weber and W.Mehlhorn. / / J.Phys.B. 1994. v.27. p.2585.
2. G.H.Wannier. / / Phys.Rev. 1953. v.9O. p.817.
3. V.N.Ostrovsky. //ZhETF. 1977. v.72. p.2079. [Sov.Phys.-.IETP. 1977. v.45. p. 1092].
4. A.K.Kazansky and V.N.Ostrovsky. / / .J.Phys.B. 1992. v.25. p.2121. A.K.Kazansky,
V.N.Ostrovsky and L.Yu.Sergeeva. // Z.Phys.D. 1995. v.3. p.181.
5. M.Yu.Kuchiev and S.A.Sheinerman. / / Uspekhi Fiz.Nauk. 1989. v.158. 353.
6. H.Klar. / / J.Phys.B. 1981. v.14. p.3255.
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LEFT-RIGHT ASYMMETRY IN EXCITATION OF ATOMIC
AUTOIONIZING STATES BY POLARIZED ELECTRONS
V.V.Balashov, I.V.Bodrenko,A.N.Grum-Grzhimailo
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, Russia
Perspectives to obtain more information of atomic autoionizing states in experiments
with polarized electron beams are investigated theoretically within the DWBA approach. Calculations performed for electron-impact excitation of the 4d95.s25p autoionizing resonances in
Cd taking into account both the direct (nonexchange) and exchange electron scattering in
the intermediate-energy region show a considerable left-right asymmetry expected in angular
distribution of the scattered electrons, its behaviour with the scattering angle being strongly
dependent on the singlet-triplet mixing in the wave-functions of the states under consideration.
A special attention is given to investigate the angular correlation function of the scattered and
ejected electrons in coincidence autoionization experiment (e", 2e) with polarized electrons.
This work was supported in part by the International Science Foundation under Grant
No M27300.
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POST-COLLISION INTERACTION IN H+- He ELECTRON
SPECTRA NEAR THE 2L2L' HELIUM RESONANCES
P. Moretto-Capelle, A. Bordenave-Montesquieu, D. Bordenave-Montesquieu
and M. Benhenni
Laboratoire Collisions. Agrtgats, FteactiviUj, IRSAMC, UA CNRS 770, University Paul Sabalier,
31062 Toulouse Cddex, Franca

The 3-body post-collisional interaction (scattered proton, recoil target ion and
emitted electron) has been studied in the electron spectra produced in H*- He
collision near the positions of the 2I2I' helium resonances, within both vH+> V,(2I2I')
and VH»< V,(2I2I') proton velocity ranges. This experimental study is a very clear
illustration of the post-collisional effects recently discussed by Sheinerman'. The 20
to 100 keV proton energy range has been investigated using high resolution electron
spectroscopy (70 meV). The angular resolution is equal to ± 0.6 deg and ± 0.9 deg in
the horizontal (deflection plane) and vertical planes respectively.
Above about 50° the post-collision interaction (PCI) has a negligible effect on
the electron line shapes; they have the well-known Fano form which results from
interferences between resonant and non-resonant transition amplitudes2.
When VH+ > v.(2l2!'), PCI perturbations of the lines shapes are observed in the
forward emission angle range (below 50°) to be strongly angle-dependent. At a fixed
small angle (4° or 10° for example) they are also found to be strongly collision
velocity dependent. At emission angles smaller than 10° strong oscillatory structures
are seen which are shifted towards larger energies than the nominal resonance
positions. These perturbations preclude a parametrization of the electron spectra
with the Fano or Shore formulae, as predicted3 and observed in other collisional
systems4 (but with much smaller perturbations than reported in the present work).
When VH+ < V,(2I2P) broad structures are measured in the forward direction,
which are shifted this time towards lower energies. They are related to the so-called
"Coulomb path interference"511.
As a prelimary step we have tried to describe the electron spectra with various
published analytical formulae"7, using a fitting procedure. This allows us to discuss
the domain of applicability of some of the proposed parametrization formulae. In a
further step it is planned to extract quantitative data from a joint experimental and
theoretical work (collaboration with A.L. Godunov).
1. S.A. Sheinerman // Nucl. Instr. Methods B 1994. v.86. p. 105 and ref. given therein
2. V.V. Balashov, S.S. Lipovetskii and V.S. Senashenko // Soviet Physics JETP
1973. v.36. p.858
3. A.L. Godunov, Sh.D. Kunikeev, N.V. Novikov and V.S. Senashenko // Sov. Phys.
JETP 1989. v.69. p.927
4. P.W. Arcuni and D. Schneider// Phys. Rev. A 1987. v.36. p.3059
5. J.K. Swenson, J. Burgdorfer, F.W. Meyer, C.C. Havener, D.C. Havener, D.C.
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CHAIlGETKANSr-EK IN' PROCESSES Of AIS EXCITATION UY POSITIVE IONS
S.A..Sheincrinant and LCI.Gerdiikovj;
f Department of Physics, St.-Petersburg Agricultural University,
St.-Petersburg/Pushkin 189020, Russia
{Department of Experimental Physics, St.-Petersburg Technical University.
St.-Petersburg 195251, Russia
A post-collision interaction(PCI) is considered in resonant processes of an excitation o!
autoionizing(AI) state by positive ions, followed by its decay. The special case when PCI yields
a production of bound state of the projectile—AI electron pair is investigated. These resonant
processes are presented in the form
I + A - I + Am-

I + e + A* -»(/e) + / 1 +

(!)

and can be considered as a particular case of charge transfer in resonant processes. Tlie aim of
this work is the development of the amplitude and the cross section of the resonant processes (I).
Earlier PCI leading to the discrete final state was investigated in the near-threshold processes
where the bound state is produced by the pair: the slow scattered electron and the targetion1'2-3. Contrary to these processes the bound state in the reaction (1) is created by the fast
projectile and the AI electron. Note that the PCI effects in the continuum final state of the
resonant processes (1) has been intensively investigated by many authors (see the review4).
We will mark henceforth the positive projectile as a particle A, the AI electron as a particle
B, and the target-atom as a particle C. The Coulomb interaction between the particles A and
B proves to be the main contribution to the (AB) bound state production. The influence of the
third partide C yields a small correction to the cross section. It is due to the small value of the
width T of the atomic AIS and due to the large value of the projectile velocity VA — Vg ~ ln.u. In
this case the influence of third particle C can be taken into account within the eikonal approach5.
The amplitude M of the bound state production can be obtained in the analytical form by the
method developed in 5 . The analysis of the analytical expression for M shows that the influence of
third particle C is actually determined by the ratio (/(l+ 1), where the dimensionless parameter
f = ZAZBIVAC is appeared due to the interaction with the target-ion C and 1 is orbital quantum
number of the final state. The cross section <7n,/ for the final state with the main and orbital
quantum numbers n and / is proportional to | M | 2 . The analysis of <rn,( shows that the excited
states with large / are produced for the most part. Neglecting the interaction with third particle
the total cross section of the nth bound state production an = £ , onJ can be obtained in the
analytical form:

ZB [

[

JWA/n

V]

where <r0 is the cross section of the AIS excitation; Tgc is the partial width of its decay; i is
the projectile energy, and En is the binding energy of the (AB) pair. It is seen that on reveals
the resonance behaviour in the region « ~ J - ^ £ B ' AS an example we have calculated the cross
sections <rn,/ and er,, for the cases of the excitation of the {3s~*4p)1 P AIS of AT by proton impact.
l.F.H.Read.// Radiat.Res. 1975. v.64.p.2:t
2.A.Niehaus.// J.Phys.U. 1077. v.10 p.lK4.r>
3.M.Ami]sia,M.Kiichinv,S.Sheineriiiaii.// Sov.Pliys.-JETI'. 1979. v.47 p.23S
4.M.Kuchiev,S.Sheinerman.// Sov.Phys.Usp. 19«9. v..(2 |)..r>fi9
5.M.Kuchiev,S.SIieineriiian.// J.Phys.H. 10X8. v.2l |».2O27
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INTERMEDIATE AND FINAL-STATE INTERACTION
EFFECTS IN RESONANT ION-ATOM COLLISIONS
Sh.D. Kunikeev
Skobeltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
119899 Moscow, Russia
When a target atom is excited to an autoionizing state by an incident projectile, it decays
in the field o{ the receding projectile ion. Coulomb field of the scattered projectile may cause
the post-collision Stark mixing of closely lying autoionrang states1-3 as well as distortion of the
continuum states coupled with the discret aatoionising states.
It is the aim of the present work to examine the influence of the continuum state distortion
on the autoionization resonance width, which was ignored in previous theoretical model* of postcollision interaction. Resonance width with inclusion of continuum state distortion by a scattered
particle are shown to be a function of the scattered particle-target atom separation, R = vi,
where v is the velocity of the scattered particle. An analitical formula for the time-dependent
relative width of the autoionizing stale \LM) is obtained3

where the distortion function ia
j,«arctana) j r i (ii/ p e , —«j/p,, 1, j^—jj ,

Vf, = -Zp/vt,

a = v'tR - v',R,

v, = v, - v.

Here, v e is the velocity of the autoionization electron (ve = \/2£o); £o. F<> are the transition
energy and the unperturbed line width, respectively.
We calculated W(R) for the lowest autoionizing states of helium and different charges of
the scattered particle, Zp = —1,1 — 20, in the range u = 0.2 — 2.0. Caracteristic dependences
of W(R) on Zp and v are identified. Effects of joint influence of intermediate and final-state
interaction on the energy aid angular distributions of autoionizing electrons are considered.
It follows from Eq. (1), that at R = 0 the width distortion is defined by the averaged
Coulomb normalization factor of the distorted continuum state, whereas at ft > 1 Eq (1) for
S-resonance (L = 0) reduces to

= Vst(l-C(R)Vpe(R)IE0),

(2)

Due to decay, the autoionizing state population are known to vary as exp(-^T(i?)J)- Therefore, using E<j. (2) we can roaghly estimate influence of the line width distortion on the autoionization electron yield by a factor
<»>
when v < vt. Here, £ = j " - ^ 1 is the characteristic parameter denning the region, where the
width distortion effects may be substantial.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation of Fundamental Researchers, grant
No. 93-02-2569.
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2 -I.E. Miraglui and J. Macek// Phys. Rev.A. 1990. v 42. p 3971
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POST-COLLISIONAL RESCATTERING
OF AUTOIONIZATION ELECTRONS
Sli.D. Kuitikeev ;nu| V S. Senashen!>o
Skobc'Uyn Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow Slate C'ntversity,
11969") Metcotv, Rtissw

In the past few years, great attention of investigators has been attracted to the post-collision
interaction ( P C I ) effects in autoionization as well as Auger process in the kinermiticai region,
where the rotative velocity of a scattered ion and an autoionization (Anger) electron is close to
zero. In this region P C I results in the so-called Coulomb focusing of the autoioniziiig electrons1
and an anomalous feature on the low-energy tail of resonance in autoionization2 and Auger
process3, respectively. This structure has been attributed to the autoionizaticn electron reseattering in the attractive Coulomb field of the receding ion*.
In this work, we examine in details the origin of this structure within the quantumruechanical model5 using the final-state wave function with corrected asymptotic behavior. Tlie
angle-dependent spectral intensity at a given electron energy can be written as

where .40 is the amplitude excluding the rescattering efrVts. A:: is the rescattering amplitude.
To demonstrate the rescattering effects we
hive calculated the shape of the (2j 3 ) I 5-antcionization resonance of helium excited by 10
and 50 keV protons for emission angles b^t-veen 0 and 10°. Fig. 1 shows ;lie result of
our calculation at 50 keV proton energy and
2° emission angle: curve 1 is the total calculation according to Eq. (1), curves 2 and o represent the separate contributions from the amplitudes ^o aid Alc, respectively. It is seen that
the pronounced shoulder appearing on the lowenergy tail of the the line is not a substantially
interference effect; the shoulder and the main
part of the peak correspond to the scattered
and unscattered autoionization electrons, respectively.
This work was supported by the Russian
Foundation of Fundamental Researches, grant
No. 93-02-2569.
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OF ELECTRON CAPTURE

I . S. Dmitriev,Ya . A . Teplova and- Yu . A . Famberg
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119S99.Russia
Recently it
confirmed 1 ' 2
Be 2 + and N 5 + m

was experimentally

obtained

that capture of electron

and

theoretically

by metastable

ions Li*,

states (ls2s) 1 ' 3 S leads to formation of

like ions in long-lived autoionized states

(Is2s2p) 4 p

lithium,

,.

In this notice we bring some results of analogous investigation
with boron ions accelerated
to energy E = 0.34 MeV/n in 72-cx.
cyclotron. To obtain the beams of boron ions the vapors of
halogen combination BBr were introduced into ionic source.
After transmission through charge exchange device consisting
from gaseous and solid targets and also from two magnetic
analyzers the primary

beam of ions

l0

B

2

from

cyclotron was

3+

converted to beams of ions B
with considerable
concentration
of metastable component o . Measurements of cross sections for
electron capture were carried out in He,Ne and Ar for beams
of B 3 + with values a from a = 0.1 t o o = 0.6 . Extrapolation of
these cross sections to the values a = 0 and c< = 1 allows to
obtain

suitable cross sections cr(is2) and '7(ls2sl for electron

capture by ncnexcited

B 3 (ls : ) and metastable

3 3 + (ls2s) ions.

The values CJ(is2s) are two times smaller than
According
to calculations
the ratio )}=cf(nl)/cr(ls) for
partial cross
sections of
electron capture
(7{is2s) by
ions B 3 (Is2s) in states with
n - 2 to the same in ground
state for these media
are
1.3; 2.7 and 5. It should be
acted
also
that
~ 1/3
particles
appear
to be
autoionized at a path from
place of their formation to
analyzer of charge. For more
heavy ions S 5 the values of T)
are 1,5-2 times less but only
~15% autoionizing particles
attain the analyzer of charge

-1 7

10

He
Ne
Ar
Fig.1.The cross sections cr^nl)
for electron capture by B 3 and
N
ions to ground (black marks)
and to metastabla
(open marks)
states.

1.I.S.Dmitriev,N.F.Vorobiev,V.S.Nikolaev et.al/7
Vestnic MGU.Ser. Phys.Astron.1386.v.27,p 92
2.1 .S.Dmitriev, Ya. A.Teplova and YLI.A. Fainberg //
Zh.Eksp.Teor.Fiz.1095 v.103,p.7S
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THE NATURE OF THE CHARGE SIGN DEPENDENCE OF
THE HELIUM AUTOIONIZATION RESONANCE YIELD.
N.V. piovikov
Nuclear Safety Institute of Rustian Academy of Sciences,
BotskayaTulikaya 52, Moscow, J13191, fl-jjsia
It was obtained experimentally th&t the differential yield of ihe ('ln2pY P and (2p2)' D helium resonances ir. -ToIlJaions with fast protons was different then thn.t in collisions with electrons i t s:.n:? velcd'.y,
bat the total electron emission yield was the same within the experimental uncertainty l . The charge
dependence of the double-exdt;Uion cross sections can explain the charge sign asymmetry of the mtjj
bat sot differential resonance yield.
The oar results show that the source of the charge sign asymmetry of differential yield la distinguished
from different resonance*. The charge sign dependence of the (2a2pj'P resonance differential yicid i t
energy £, = !.S4 Mev is defined by the Coulomb interaction in the 5n.il stite. However, the dorainxnt
cause of the charge sign dependence of the (2p2J:Z? resonance differential yield i t this energy range in
the injaence of the two-step excitation on the interference between amplitudes corresponded the different doable-excited mechanisms and on the interference between amplitudes of the direct and reson.vnce
icnization also .

The calcalition rejolta of the diferentiaj yield of the (2*2p)'/' ajid (2p 3 )'D helium resonances
prudnced by protons and antiprotons at energy 1.84 Mev are show in Kig.l and Fig.2 respectively.
H«re, the dashed Uncs are the calcaiitions remits ignoring the Conlomb interaction in the final state for
collisions with protons (carve 1) and antiprotons (curve 2) i t energy 1.S4 Mev. In this case, the charge
sign, depeadence of the differential yield dells with' the two-step excitation unplita.de only. The solid
lines indicated the calculations results allowing for the Coulomb interaction in final state for collisions
with protons (curve 3) and ajitiprotons (curve 4) at same energy. The close - coapling theory results 2
are indicated by + for protons and x for antiprotons with energy 2 Mev. The symbols o represent the
protons at Ex = 2 Mev data of Montesquieu et all from 3 . Oar re«>ilts ignoring the Coulomb interaction
in the final state SJ« dose to caicuintion* 3 a.t incident protons and nntiprotons energy K, = 2 Mev. The
allowing for the Coulomb interaction in the final state cause only small quantitative modification of the
resonance differential yield a,t the front hemisphere of the ejected angles ajid improve the agreement of
the calculation results and experimental data of Montesquieu ft ail 2 at protons energy /?, = 2 MPV.
1. J.O.P. Pederser., P. Hvdphad / / Phys.Rev.I-ett. 108U v.S2 p. 2373
2. !•'. Martin, A. Salin / / .1. Phys. II 1UU4 v. 27 p.1,715
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE TWO-STEP EXITATION OF
HELIUM AUTOIONIZATION STATES ON ANISOTROPIC
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS.

*Inttiliite

N.V. Novilcoii. VS. Sm<uh.enko+
Nuclear Safety /njtitute of SZuiJiari Academy of Sciences,
Bolihaya Txdlknya 52, Moscow, 113191. R u n u
of Nuclear Physics, Moicnm State University, Maicovi, I138U9,

Russia

The comparison of the inisotropic angol'sr distribution coefficients for resonances produced by protons and antiprotons allow to stady the inBncnce of tin" interference between different ioabie excitation
mechanisms on the ungul&r distributioft of 'M*? ejected •l'^ctnjns.
We consider the ajtguiss- distribution oi ike inwiottiz.icion ^lectrofrs in rite sitanion when tn*1 p n jec*.fle ir.»T»ctiott In *mi state ir.-i the LntTfep-r.ee "f tKe ant^ioni'i'ition ~ J O I I B > wi'.h th« contir.in.il
background SJT a«gi«ct«i. in tni« c w tne resonance dnfcrenti'ai yield caji be expressed aa

,i\,Z,j I i + 52

(1)

where /?, ajid ^ r are the projectile energy and rjiirgc, L? is the orbitaJ angular momeattttn of resonance,
tke constant 0 ( £ w , £ , , Z p ) not depends on ejected ingle 0, ind !» proportionsi to the exciutioa cross
section.
Tablel
B,(Mev)
U.5
i.O
1.S4
3.0
5.0

\
= I.E.,?.)
1 pro Son ajitiprotc.i
•0.UL83
U.10S7
-a.usa -0.200S
-U.2+49
-u.itm
-0.3833
-0.3415
-0.34*8
-0.4471

pi"(t. =
protcn
1.7WH)
0.0978
-1.U57U
-l.«570
-2.0560

2.E,,J,) |
= 2,E,,Z,| i
itttiprotcn
proton
satipmton
-2.J50IJ
0.S745
-1 .1850
0.3552
-0.5429
•0 .0335
-1.2010
U.S266
0 .81U3
1.25«0
1 .3300
-1.5970
-2.058U
1.7020
1 .7170

Tne caicniited anuotropic uigmsx distribatioii coeilcieat* of t i e (2»2p)'/> sad ( 2 p i ) ' O resonances
produced by protons and autiprotou are given i» Tab.1,2. Tile f},(Lf)
coefficient i t energy £ , = 3 Mcv
corrtsponda vrithin experimental uncertainty to the valie 01 (L^) — —(0.3 ± 0 . 1 ) received from the differential yield ' by the approximauon (1). As the energy £ , ie increaaed tKe initieace of the two-step
excitation on the amplitude is decraued ' and !h? d5p»nd»nc» of the anisotropic a a g d i r diatribtitios
coefficient* on the charge sign projectile become weak. At the energy range B, > 1 .S4 Mev the anisotropic
angular distribution, coefficients for (2»2j>)'P resonance and E, > 3 M«v for (2p a ) 1 D resonance not depend on the projectue charge sign practically. At this energy range the modification of tne excitation
amplitude '.•harge dependence by the two-step »x'.-it\tion don't change >he clerrtron aiigolar distribatiom.
References
1. A. Bord»nav'>Mo»tesqiiiea et all / / J.Phys.B. 1992, v2S, p.L367
2. N.V. Novikov, V.S. Senuhenkc / / Zh.Tekh.Fiz. 1994, v.64, p.lS
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AUTOIONIZ1NG STATES IN ATOMIC BEAM
TRAVERSING THIN FOIL

G.M. Filippov
Chuvash State University, Cheboksary 42S015, Russia
With the help of modified perturbation theory we have calculated the transformation of quantum-mechanical state of atom during its penetration in the bulk of a solid.
The analysis of the density matrix described the mixed state of atomic electron shows
that this state should be regarded as quantum- mechanical ensemble of the narrow wave
packets moving in the solid together with leading atomic nucleus. We calculate the displacement distribution of the wave packets as well as their longitudinal and transversal
widths. Next we calculate the surviving time for the atom traversing thin solid foil.
The results are found in a good agreement with the experiment of Remillieaux and
coauthors. With the above mentioned electron narrow wave packets may be formed
the specifical autoionizing states of atoms traversing thin solid foil. These state? repre
sent oneself a complex superpositions of different stationary bound states as well as of
different ionized stationary states of the atom. After exiting from the solid film the superposition spreads and after measurement may be fixed in one of the stationary atomic
states. Using the parameters of the wave packets we calculate the number of convoy
electrons. Rydberg states and closely bound states in exit atomic beam.
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Interference effects in electron spectra. The influence of
nonadiabatic coupling between continua under past-collision
interaction
D.S.F.Crothers *-, E.N.Bichutskaya, A.Z.Devdariani, Yu.N.Sebyakin

Institute of Pliysics, St.Petersburg University, St.Petersburg, 198904, Russia
+ The Queen's University of Belfast, Belfast, BT7 INN, UK

The theoretical model for the description of electron spectra arising due to autoionization
state decay into two interacting continua is proposed. The results are applied for the description
of electron spectrum peculiarities which are under investigation experimentally in [ 1 ] for the
reaction
Na* + Ne -> Na* + Ne**(3s : ! D) -> Na* + Ne*( 2Ptajr.) + e

(1)

In the framework of suggested model the peculiarities arising in electron spectrum for the
(1) reaction can be described as » result of the interference of two mechanisms. The first
mechanism connects with the sudden population of autoionization quasimolecular state [2,3],
whereas the second one is defined by the following decay of this state into two interacting
continua.
The relations obtained in the framework of the model allow to calculate the electron
spectrum shape with consideration for both mechanisms and describe the peculiarities arising in
spectrum qualitatively.

1. A.Danjo, F.Koike// Phys.Rev.Lett. 1989. v.62. p.74I
2. A.Z.Devdariani, V.N.Ostrovslui, Yu.N.SebyakhV/ JETP. 1977. v.73. p.412
3. A.Z.Devdariani, V.N.Ostrovskii, l.K.Rigikova, Yu.N.Sebyakin// Vestnik Leningrad University.
1978. N22. p.36
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IMPACT IONIZATIOIN OK TWO KYDBKKC Al.RAM-ATOMS IN ATOMIC BKAMS
N.N Bezuglov, V.M.Borodin. A.N.KIuchaicv: M.AIIogriiii*.F Fuso*
Institute of Physics, St-Petersburg State University, 198904. St-Petersburg, Russia
*Dipartiiiiento di Fisica, Universita di Pisa 1-56126 Pisa. Italy
Under the first order of perturbation theory dealing with dipole-dipole interatomic
interaction the adiabatic autoionization widths (AW) for two Rydberg atoms quasi-molecular
system were evaluated. This enabled us to find the total cross section of two Rydberg atoms
impact ionization into all allowed channels:
_^_ *
->X (n'L')+X++e
Here n, n", L, L' are the principal and the orbital quantum numbers of Rydberg electrons
(RE).
With accordance of [I] under the approach of straight flights the total ionization cross
section averaged over all RE initial states is written as follows:
2/5

-S(nL,n'L')

(2)

J

where c -the light velocity, v -the relative velocity of collisions, a^ = tai-en[_ - the frequency
of the nL —*• n'L' transition in RA; afo\am-),
S(nL,n'L") -the photoionization cross section
and theline strength for the nL —>n'L' transition [2], which we calculated by semiclassical
approach formulas taking into account the quantum defect being. Discussion on separation
between two channels for (1) can be presented. We investigate also peculiarities of
autoionization states characteristics when quasi-molecular parameters appear to be nearby the
continuum boundary (Rb( 11 P)+Rb( 11P) -*• Rb(9S)+Rb+, for example).
The cross sections ap[ (2)
for symmetrical collisions between
hydrogen atoms, between all alkali
atoms , and between Sr+ ions were
obtained. In the case of the Li atoms
s, p, d, f - states the corresponding
results recalculated in notations of
5 = api -v 2 ' 5 are plotted at Fig. One
can also see here the experimental
results for P-states extracted from
atomic beams rate constants K [3]
by means of the following formula

w

K=0.65vg6-5;5 = «

.0.4

Li

(3)

where the thermal velocity v<, is determined from temperature of the beam sours.
This work is financed by NATO grant NATO HTECH LG 931325 and RFFR grant 94-0205558.
I.Smimov B.M. Excited atoms.M.Atomedit. 1982.
2 Sobchnan 1.1. Introduction to the atomic spectra theory.M.Nauka. 1977.
3.McGeoch M.W.Schlier R.E.,Chawla O.K.// Phys.Rev Lett 1988 V 61.2088.
4.Rc7.uglov N.N. et al.// Opt.&Spectrosc.(USA). 1989.V 66.721.

AUGER DECAY OF THE {pptte)' COMPLEX AND MUONIC ATOM
FORMATION IN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN
G.Ya. Koreninan. G.A. Fesenko \
Institute of Nucleai Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119899, Russia
flnstitute of Atomic Power Engineering, Obninsk, 249020, Russia
Mu-molecular complex (ppfte)' is formed in highly-excited states after slowing down and Coulomb capture of negative muons in molecular hydrogen ' , and
decay of the complex leads to formation of excited muonic atoms. There are, at
least, four different decay channels of the complex: Auger decay, radiative transitions, direct dissociation and muon escape. The analysis of the branching rations
of the channels shows that the main competitive channels are direct dissociation
into neutral products and Auger ionization with following dissociation of excited
mu-molecular ion3,

In this paper we investigate the competition between Auger decay and dissociation
channels. Precision description of the mu-molecular dissociation is rather complicated problem because of a lot number of the states involved. Therefore, we introduce
simplified model of the complex which supposes that the wave functions and energies can be replaced by the values of two independent atoms at some distance. The
distributions of muonic atoms on quantum states and kinetic energy are obtained
taking into account the both channels as well as the initial distribution of the decaying complex on inner states and kinetic energy. The distribution of mu-atoms on
the principal quantum number n contains two typical maxima connected with two
decay mechanisms. Mean kinetic energy of the formed mu-atoms is of order 1 eV.
The results for hydrogen isotopes are also obtained.
This work is supported by Russian Foundation of Fundamental Researches,
grant 94-02-06500a.
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Coincidence Experiments in
Autoionization Studies
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COINCIDENCE TECHNIQUE "ELECTRON-FRAGMENT"
AS A TOOL FOR STUDYING MOLECULAR
AUTOIONIZATION
G.N.Ogur'.sov, A.G.Kroupyshev, Yu.S.Gordeev
A.F.loffe Physico- Technical Institute, 194021 St.-PeA,:rsbur<j, Russia

Decay of mo'ecuiai autoionizatii>n states often occur to the repulsive ionic states with
subsequent dissociation. In this case the energy released in autoionization transition is
shared between the ejected electron and the dissociation fragments. Information about
correlation between electron and fragment eiitrgy distributions is important for studying
the decay dynamics, in particular, for determinative of autoionization transition probability as a function of the internuciear distance.
To solve this problem, the method of delayed coincidences between tin. ontoionization
electrons and charged dissociation fragments has been used in this work. The experimental
apparatus consists of an electron gun and collision chamber with Faraday cup and two
energy analyzers. One of them, the barrel shaped deflector with high effective solid angle,
is used for energy analysis of dissociation fragments. The other one, the 30° parallel plate
electrostatic mirror with the resolution 1%. is used for energy analysis of ejected electrons.
The coincidence circuit is characterized by the delay time range t^t = (1 — 30)/i * .« arid
the time resolution At = 60ns. The data collection and processing is made automatically.
The first results on autoionization in simple diatomic molecules will be presented at
the Seminar.
This work was made possible in part by Grants No NU 7000, 7300 from the International Science Foundation.

FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF EXCITED Ca* AND Sr* STATES AND
COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN AOTOIONIZED ELECTRONS AND
POLARIZED FLUORESCENT PHOTONS IN THE
PHOTOIONIZATIOM OF TWO-ELECTRON ATOMS
H.J.Beyer', J.B.West*, K.J.Ross', K.Ueda', N.M.Kabachnik',
H.Hamdy'- and H.Kleinpoppen'
tUnit of Atomic Physics, Univ. of Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA,
JDaresbury Laboratory, Warrington WA4 4AD,
§Physics Dept., Univ. of Southampton, Southampton SO9 5NH
IResearch Institute for Scientific Measurements, Tohoku Univ.,
Sendai 980, Japan
JInstitute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State Univ. Moscow 117234
The simultaneous photoionization and excitation of Ca and
Sr atoms from the ground state into the first excited ionic P
state has been investigated by measuring the intensity and the
polarization of the emitted fluorescence radiation at 3933 A and
4078 A, respectively.
Cross sections for the direction
excitation of the Ca*(4*P) and Sr*(5*P) states were found to be
extremely small (<10"x*cmI near threshold). However, these states
can also be populated by resonant photoexcitation of atomic
inner-shell states in the region of the Ca(3p*4s3-3p*3d4s-)
transition at 394.8 A and the Sr (4p'5sa-4p"4d5s*) transition at
490.9 A, followed by autoionization processes.
Using the
experimental values of the linear polarization of the flourescence radiation, the alignment tensor component A2O is evaluated for
the CaMT,,, and Sr*5T>J/a states.
Comparisons are made with Sr* photoion yield spectra1 and
the Sr* photoelectron yield spectra from direct autoionization1
into the 5*P state are made.
A new approach to the complete photoionization experiment,
by means of a coincidence measurement between autoionized
electrons and polarized fluorescent photons, in the region of the
3p-3d resonance in calcium will also be reported.
In the first measurement of this kind, we have measured the
polarization of the fluorescent photons which result from the
decay of these ions, in coincidence with the corresponding angleresolved photoejected electrons. By combining this with the
angular distribution parameter for these electrons, measured in
a separate experiment, we are able to calculate for this specific
case, within the assumption of LS coupling, the ratio of the
dipole amplitudes |D.|/|Dd| for the outgoing waves and their
phase difference.
l.T.Nagata, J.B.West, T.Hayaishii, Y.Itikawa, Y.Itoh, T.Koizumi,
J.Murakami, Y.Sato, H.Shibata, A.Yagishita and M.Yoshino.
//J.Phys.B. 1986. v.19. p.1281.
2.A.Yagishita, S.Aksela, Th Prescher, M.Meyer, E.von Raven and
B.Sonntag.//J.Phys.B. 1988. v.21. p.945.

INTERFERENCE BETWEEN AUGER AND PHOTO ELECTRONS
IN DOUBLE PHOTOIONIZATION PATTERNS
A. Huetz. P. Labianquie+, A. Jean, L Acdric, P. Setles and J. Mazeau.
Laboratoire de Dynarmqus Moleculaire ct Atomique, CNRS et University Pierre et Marie Curie
4 place Jussieu, T12-ES 75252 Paris Cedex 05. FRANCE
+
LUBE. Bat 209D, Universitf Paris Sud, 91405 Orsay, FRANCE.
Recent experiments on direct double photoionizatioo of helium l i 2 as well as other rare
gases '•* have shown that anti-parallel emission of the two electrons is forbidden, when these
electrons have equal energies and when they arc produced in "symaietry unfavoured" states.
This is the case for helium, which leads to the lp° symmetry for the pair of electrons, but also
for the RG^.-np 4 l D* and 1 S° final states of doubly charged rare gases which lead to the
{i 1 ? 0 , 1 !) 0 , 1 ! 70 } and l P° symmetries respectively.
I-oi rate gases other than helium indirect double photoionization through autoionizatioa
of an intermediate singly charged ion can also occur. It must a-priori satisfy the same
interdiction of anti-parallel emission, which only depends on the symmetry of the residual
doubly charged ion. A recent detailed analysis 5 confirms this but shows that the experimental
observation is more difficult, as it requires energy resolutions better than r (the width of the
intermediate singly charged state).
We shall present recent measurements in which such conditions have been achieved, for
a Ne 412 S state with I M 5 0 mcV and for the Ne**..2p 4 J D e final sate. As an illustration the
following figure shows me full TDCS patterns obtained with poor resolutions (left part) and
high resolutions (right part). The interdiction of anti-parallel emission when the photo and
valence Auger electrons have exactly the same energy, which can be seen as an interference
effect, is clearly confirmed by the near node visible on the right hand side pattern. These
results will be discussed in detail and compared with calculations based on expressions given
by VeghandMacek 5 .

Indirect double photoionization in neon, with poor (left) and high (right) resolutions
References.
1. Schwarzkopf O., Krassig B., Elmiger J., Schmidt V., Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 1993 3008
2. Lablaaquie P., Mazeau J., Andric L., Selles P., Huetz A.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 74 1995 2192
3. Waymel D., Andric L., Mazeau J.. Selles P., Huetz A., J. Phys. B. 26 1993 L123
4. Krassig B., Schwarzkopf O., Schmidt V., J. Phys. B 26 1993- 2589
5. Vegh L. and Macek J.H-, Phys. Rev. A 50, 1994 4031
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TWO-STEP DOUBLE-PHOTOIONIZATION IN XENON
FOR EQUAL ELECTRON ENERGIES*
V. Schmidt, O. Schwarzkopf and S.S. Schaphorst*
Fakultat fur Physik, Universitat Freiburg, D79107 Freiburg, Germany
Photoionization of a 4ds/2 electron in xenon with subsequent N j - O y O u 'So Auger decay is a
clear two-step process because direct double photoionization is by comparison negligible, and
the intermediate hole-state is well defined. However, strictly speaking this statement holds only
for different kinetic energies of the photo- and the Auger-electron and, therefore, the above
title presents a contradiction. In this communication specific aspects of this example will be
explored which occur when the kinetic energy of the photoelectron is tuned across the energy
distribution of the Auger electron.1"" Two topics shall be addressed: first, a description of experimental results3 for which the intensity of coincident electrons has been observed for electron
emission in opposite directions. In this case the essential influence of equal kinetic energies on
the emission process comes from electron exchange which leads to a reduction of the observed
intensity as predicted theoretically.2 Second, a simple model is employed to demonstrate the
more general dependence of the coincident intensity on different relative angles between the
outgoing electrons, in particular the influences of electron exchange effects, post-collision
interaction,* and instrumental resolution. An understanding of these characteristic features
revealed for this selected example is critical in the generalization to the even more complicated
processes of resonance-affected double photoionization as studied in energy- and angleresolved measurements of the triple-differential cross sections in the case of equal energy
sharing.5"'
References:
1. T. Aberg//Physica Scripta 21, 1980, p. 495.
2. L. Vrfgh and J.H. Macek // Phys.Rev. A50, 1994, p 4031.
3. O. Schwarzkopf, PhD Thesis, Univ. Freiburg, 1995.
4. M Y . Kuchiev and S.A. Sheinerman // Sov.Phys. JETP 63, 1986, p. 986
5. B Krassig et al. it J.Phys B26,1993, p. 2589.
6. A. Huetz et al. // Invited Talk, XIX. ICPEAC, Whistler/Canada, 1995
7. V. Schmidt et al. // Contributed Paper, VUV-XI, Tokyo, 1995.
* Work supported by the German Federal Minister for Education and Research (BMBF),
contract O55VFAAI, and carried out within the Sonderforschungsbereich 276 of the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
* SJS thanks the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for financial support.
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COINCIDENCE INVESTIGATIONS IN THE AUTOIONISING REGION OF HELIUM:
EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
O. Samardzict, A.S. Kheifetsf, E. Weigold§ and M.J. Brungerf
tPhysics Dept., Flinders University of S.A., GPO Box 2100, Adelaide, SA, 5001, Australia
§Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, A.N.U., Canberra, ACT, 0200, Australia
The autoionisation of atoms by electron impact involves in general the interference between the direct
and resonance amplitudes. This interference depends on the momenta of the scattered and ejected
electrons and on the momentum transfer. Thus (e,2e) cross section measurements in the autoionising
region can provide very sensitive information on details of the excitation process of the resonance as well
as on the interference of the resonance process with direct ionisation.
The apparatus and muttiparameter coincidence techniques used in this study were described in detail
previously by Lower and Weigold1 and Samardzic et al7. Here the energy of the incident electron
beam was either 94.6 eV, 96.6 eV or 99.6 eV. One analyser measured "ejected" electrons over a range
of energies between 32 and 37 eV, a region encompassing the (2s a )'S, (2s2p)3P, (2p J )'D and (2s2p)'P
resonant states. "Scattered" electrons were collected in the second analyser over a complementary 5 eV
range, the position of which was determined by energy conservation. In the present series of work the
scattered electron analyser was fixed at 9s ~ 20", whilst the coincidence ejected electron spectra were
measured over the range -25" to -135° of ejection angles fle.
The current calculations are based on the model of Kheifets3, employing a Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) scheme, and were performed at identical kinematical conditions to the experiments
described above.
(«.!•) &••• ~ o ~
•,•«.••«._.

In figure 1 an example of the observed coincidence ejected electron spectra is given. We
see a series of resonance profiles superimposed
upon a background of direct ionisation events.
The spectrum of figure 1 is fitted, in a leastsquares fit analysis, with the usual ShoreBalashov function. We note that the form of
the Shore-Balashov equation is convolved with
the instrumental response in the fit and that
the final fitted function is denoted by the solid
curve in figure 1.

Figure 1: Typical Spectrum
Values for a r , 6r and / r deduced from the fitting of the individual coincidence electron spectra for the
'S, 'P and 'D resonances will be presented and compared to the results of our calculations.

Figure 2: A representative example of the data and calculation obtained in the present work
A typical example of the level of agreement between our theory (solid line) and experiment for the ! D
state and for Eo = 99.6 eV; Es = 40 eV; £ e = 35 eV and 9S = 20° is given in figure 2 above. Note the
quite rapid variation in a, and br with 9t. Also shown in figure 2 is the angular variation in the energy
shift, Ae, due to posUcolliskxi-interaction (PCI) effects, which we will also report and discuss in detail.
1. J. Lower and E. Weigold 1990 J. Phys. B 23, 2879.
2. O. Samardzic, A, Kheifets, E. Weigold, B. Shang and M.J. Brunger 1995 J. Phys. B 28, 725.
3. A. Kheifets 1993 J. Phys. B 26, 2053.

COHERENCES BETWEEN THE EXCITATION OF AUTOIONIZING STATES
OF WIDELY DIFFERENT ENERGIES
H.G.M. Heidcman, J.A. de Gouw and J. van Eck
Debye Instituut, Vakgroep Atoom- en Grenslaagfysica, Universiteit Utreci.
P.O. Box 8000, 3508 TA, Utrecht, the Netherlands
During the past two decades important information on atomic collision processes
has been obtained from the observation of coherences between the excitation of
different atomic states. Up until now most coherence measurements have been performed
on degenerate magnetic substates having the same energy. Coherences between states of
different energies are in general not easy to observe. We have been able to observe
such coherences by measuring interferences between the electon impact excitation or
photoionization of different autoinizing states. To illustrate this consider the
electron impact excitation of two different autionizing states A**(l) and A**(2):
e,, + A -> A*'(l) + eS'> - » A + + e<» + e}1'

(la)

eo + A ~» A**(2) + ef > - * A + + ej» + ef>,

(lb)

where eo, e, and ej denote the incident, the scattered and ejected electron,
respectively. The keypoint in the experiment is that the incident electron energy can
be chosen such that the energy of the scattered electron e<» (e<2>) becomes equal to
the energy of the ejected electron e p (ej»). If now a fixed detection direction of
the electrons is chosen the final states in (la) and (lb) become indistinguishable
and interferences are expected to occur. Similarly coherences may be observed between
the photoionization of different innershell vacancy states by observing interferences
between the photo- and Auger electrons resulting from the photoionization of two
different inner-shell vacancy states: e.g.
hv + A - • A + ( l ) + eJJ' -» A 2 + + e<" + $>

(2a)

hv + A -» A + (2) + ej 2 ) -> A 2 + + e£2) + ej 2 ) ,

(2b)

where Cp,, and eA denote the photo- and Auger electron, respectively.
Using the above described method we have been able to observe the coherences
between the electron impact excitation of different autoionizing states of He, Ne and
Ar, lying several eV apart in energy. We have also succeeded in observing coherences
between the photoionization of different inner-shell states of Ar and Kr, lying up to
75 eV apart. Due to the dipole selection rules the photoionization experiment allows
a much more clear cut analysis of the experimental results as the orbital angular
momentum of the photo- and Auger electron is restricted to only a few values (mostly
only one), whereas in the electron impact experiment the scattered electron can carry
away a wide range of orbital angular momenta.
The experimental results together with a detrailed discussion will be presented
at the workshop.
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DETAILED STUDIES OF AUTOIONISATION USING THE
(e, 2e) T E C H N I Q U E
Albert Crowe
Department of Physics, University of Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU.
United Kingdom
The main process of interest is the double excitation of helium by incident electrons
followed by autoionisation to the ground state helium ion, i.e.

s2)1 S-* He'{2t.2l') + e-(k,)

where the k arc the momenta of the electrons. Traditionally most studies of processes of this
type have been carried out by observing either the scattered or ejected electrons, with different
methods of data collection having been discussed by Comer and Read.' The (e, 2e) method, in
which the two outgoing electrons from a single collision-decay process are observed in a
coincidence experiment is a much more powerful means of experirnentaJ study. In this case the
kinematics of the collision are completely defined.
The majority of (e, 2e) studies have been carried out for direct ionisation, usually to the
ground state, of atoms and molecules. Different chosen kinematics can give information on the
dynamics of the ionisation process, the structure of the target, the momentum distribution of
the target electrons or simulate photoionisation.
In contrast, only a few (e, 2e) studies of double excitation-autoionisation have been
carried out. This can be attributed to the low cross sections for the process and the
complications arising from interference between the autoionising and direct ionisation
processes. In the (e, 2e) experiments, ejected electron spectra for specific momentum transfer
(Q = ko - k,) collisions are measured in the region of the autoionising states.
It is generally accepted that recent experiments at Flinders University, Australia2-3 and
by this group4-3 provide the only reliable data available. Although performed using fairly
conventional (e, 2e) spectrometers, both use multidetection methods to record coincidence data
over a range of ejected electron energies simultaneously. This enables these low cross section
processes to be studied with adequate energy resolution to isolate near-lying double excited
states.
These experiments have led to the development of new independent calculations6"8 of
these processes. Comparisons with experiment are made with the coincident ejected electron
spectra or with parameters related to the cross section for the process and the shape of the
spectral line. The Shore'/Balashov 10 parameterisation has been used where the triple
differential cross section in the region of the autoionising state is given by

.

fl]c

where £, and £ r are the ejected electron and resonance energies respectively while f, is the
energy full width at half height of the resonance, / ( k , ,Q) is the direct ionisation cross section.
a
(kr<Q) an^ M ^ c Q ) characterise the resonance.
1. J.Comer, F.H.Read // J.ElecLSpectros.Rel.Phen. 1972/3. v.l. p.3
2. J.Lower, E.Weigold // J.Phys.B. 1990. v.23. p.2819
3. O.Samardzic, A.S.Kheifets, E.Weigold, B.O.Shang, M.J.Brunger // J.Phys.B. 1995.
v.28. p.725
4. D.G.McDonald, A.Crowe //Z.Phys.D. 1992. v.23. p.371
5. D.G.McDonald, A.Crowe // J.Phys.B. 1993. v.26. p.2887
6. A.Kheifets // J.Phys.B. 1993. v.26. p.2053
7. LE.McCarthy, B.Shang // Phys.Rev.A. 1993. v.47. p.4807
8. A.Raeker, K.Bartschat, R.H.G.Reid, R.Schweinhorst // Proc. ICPEAC. 1995. p.508
9. B.W.Share // Rev.Mod.Phys. 1967. v.39. p.439
10. V.V.Balashov, S.S.Lipovetskii, V.S.Senashenka// Sov.Phys.JETP. 1973. v.36. p.858
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(e,2e) IN THE VICINITY OF AN AUTOIONIZING STATE
AS A "PERFECT EXPERIMENT" TO MEASURE PARAMETERS
OF THE ELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION PROCESS
V.V.Balashov
Institute of Noclear Physics, Moscow State University
Moscow 119899, Russia
A.Crowe and S.Matrin
Department of Physics, The University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 TRU, UK
Electron-photon coincidence experiments {e,t'~i) are regulary used now as a "perfect ex
periment" to measure amplitudes of excitation of discrete atomic levels in a model-independent
way [1]. Can coincidence (e,2e) measurements in the autoionization resonance region [2,3] play
a similar role in the autoionization studies?
At first sight, even an advantage can be seen in the (e,2e) case. Namely, while it is
only multipole moments (statistical tensors) pi,, with k=l and 2 which can be measured by
the (e,e'~i) method, the (e,2e) method in the autoionization case is free of this limitation as
angular distribution of the ejected electrons when ejected with / > 1 is sensitive to pi^'s of the
autoionizing state with rank k higher than 2. On the other hand, the (e,2e) case is much more
complicated from the ''perfect experiment" point of view because of the interference between
the resonant and direct amplitudes so characteristic to the electron-impact ionization process
in the autoionization resonance region.
Traditionally, extracting the Shore (or, equivalently, Fano) parameters of triple-differential
cross-sections of the autoionization (e.2e) process is considered as the last level in the modelindependent analysis of the (e,2e) experimental data in the vicinity of an isolated autoionizing
state. Starting from the unified theory of the direct and resonance electron-impact ionization
process [4] extended recently beyond the PWBA case [5] we investigate possibilities to move
deeper on this line to obtain in a model-independent way parameters of the direct and resonant
amplitudes themselves. At the Workshop results of our analysis will be presented based on
recent (e,2e) experiments on autoionizing states in helium [6,7].
1. N.Andersen, .J.W.Gallagher, I.V.Hertel. Phys.Rep. 165,1(1988).
2. V.V.Balashov. J. de Physique IV, Coll. C6, v.3, 59(1993).
3. A.Crowe, D.G.McDonald, S.E.Martin, V.V.Balashov. Can.J.Phys (in press).
4. V.V.Balashov, S.S.Lipovetski, V.S.Senashenko. Sov.Phys.JETP, 36,858(1973).
5. V.V.Balashov. The CCP2 programme meeting "Electron and Photon Impact Ionization";
University of Cambridge, March 29-30, 1995 (unpublished).
6. J.Lower, E.Weigold. J.Phys. B23,2819((1990).
7. A.Crowe, D.G.McDonald. J.Phys. B2.r>,2129(l992).
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Decay pathways of the K-shell
excitations in atomic neon
U. Becker, R. Hentges, U. Hergenhahn, J. Viefhaus, and R. Wehlitz*
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft,
D-14195 Berlin, Germany
•Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Knoxville/TN 37996-1200, USA

Inner-shell excitations may decay in several steps depending on the final states of
the first step Auger transition. If these states are above the double ionization threshold a
second step Auger transition will occur. In order to correlate these two transitions
unambiguously we have performed an electron-electron coincidence experiment Figure 1
shows the two-dimensional coincidence diagram of the first and second step resonant
Auger transitions following the Ne ls->4p excitation. This method is particularly useful
in tracing the various shake-up and shake-down processes along the decay cascade. Concerning the angular distributions of these Auger electrons we show that the first step
Auger electrons are basically emitted isotropically, whereas the second step Auger
electrons show considerable anisotropies depending the specific Auger transitions. This
behavior is explained by the alignment created in each step assuming the validity of the
"strict spectator model".

Fig. 1:

Two dimensional coincidence spectrum of the resonant two-step Auger
decay of the Is—>3p excitation in neon. The first step spectrum is taken
under 54.7°, the second step spectrum under 90° with respect to the electric
vector.
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Investigation of Autoionization
States with Lasers
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STABILIZATION OF AN ATOM WITH TWO CLOSELY
SPACED AUTOIONIZING STATES IN A STRONG
RESONANCE FIELD
Yu.A. Vdovin
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Kashirskoe Sh.31, Moscow,
115409 Russia
The three-level V^-type system with two upper autoionizing states
[AIS] is considered last time in literature in connection with the problem
of amplification of the probe radiation without the population inversion
[1,2]. The effect takes place, when two upper AIS decay to a common
continuum. In this case the destructive interference of transition amplitudes leads to suppression of absorption in close resonance condition.
The same interaction between AIS leads to stabilization of this AIS in
a strong resonance electromagnetic field. This stabilization occurs when
the Fano parameters 93, 93 of AIS are nearly equal and the resonance
detuning S and the separation of the upper levels A are small ( S, A<F,
F is the width of AIS ). The ionizatkm rate W is then much less than the
photoabsorption rate from the lower level to continuum Fi

where e = 26 - A, V is the Rabi frequency, V » F > Fj, T2 = T3 = F,
qi = <ft = q > 1, F , ^ > F.
In a weak field the stabilization of AIS was considered in [2].
l.S.E. Harris.//Phys.Rev.Lett.l989.v.62.p.l033.
2.A.I. Andryushin and A.E.Kasakov.//Laser Physics. 1994.v.4.p.58.
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ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF LASER EXCITED Na ATOMS. THE 2pi(3s3p
AUTOION1ZING STATES
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A. Dom*, ;. Nienhaus', M. Wetzstein*. W. Mehlhorn*.
V. V. Balashov*, A. N. Grum-Grzhimailo*, N. M. Kabachmk*, 0 I. Zatsarinny"
• Fakultat fur Physik, Universitat Freiburg, 79104 Freiburg, Germany
* Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow 119899, Russia
" Institute of Electron Physics, Academy of Science, Uzhgorod 294016, Ukraine
In a crossed-beam experiment Na atoms are excited with high efficiency t] by a two mode laser to
(^ = 0.45) or Na(3pU2 ) (7 = 0.15).
) Subsequent Ip -> 3s excitation by 1.5 keV electrons
i
l3
leads to autoionizau'on states (AIS) 2pi(3s3p ll3/>>SL/. We have determined the relative excitation
cross sections of these states via the intensities of autoiooization electrons of the decay

2ps(3s3p

U

P)SU-*2p6

(I)

measured at magic angle relative to the primary electron beam. In Fig. 1 the relevant electron spectra for
impact excitation of ground state atoms Na(3s) and with laser excitation to Na(3p}/i) are shown. We
have also calculated the relative cross sections of the AIS for different approximations including first
Born approximation with and without relaxation using intermediate coupling CI wavefuncoor these
results will be compared to the experimental values.
We have also measured' the alignment parameters ^ 0 aiK ' 4to of the AIS 2pi{3s3p 3 P) 2Dii2 for
impact excitation tp -> 3p of Na(3s) (laser off) and 2p -» 3j of Na(3p^/i) (laser on) via the
anisotropic angular distribution
(2)
The experimental values of ^20 and 4 M a 8 r c e w e " w t n theoretical values obtained in BA and with
intermediate coupling CI wavefunctions.
This work is part of the SFB 276 at the Universitat Freiburg and is supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
I. A. Dora et al.// J. Phys. B 1994, v.27, L529
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Fig. 1: Electron spectra in the energy region of the autoionization electrons produced in the process (1)
without laser excitation and with laser excitation to Na( 3p^/2 )
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RESONANCE IONIZATION OF LASER EXCITED ATOMS BY
ELECTRONS AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES
V.V.Balasliov, E.l.Golokhoi'. A.N.Gnun-CirzliimaiU)
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow StaU* ('diversity,
Moscow 119899, Russia
Using of laser pumped targets opens up new possibilities in the studies of autoioni^ing
states excited by electrons1-2. The main goal of the present work is to extend the preceding investigations3 to the electrons of intermediate energies, including angular distributions of
ejected electrons and (e.2e) angular correlation functions. Illustrations will be given for resonance ionizatioti from the laser excited and aligned sodium atoms in the 'i'Pm state. The
calculations are performed in the distorted-wavf Born approximation and compared with the
plane-wave results.
This work was supported in part by the International Science Foundation under Grant
Xo M27300

1. V.V.Balasliov and A..\.Gruin-Grzhiiiiailo//Ptoc. 3rd Seminar on the Autoionization
Phenomena in Atoms (Moscow: Moscow Univesity Press, 1986). p.46
2. A.Dorn. J.Nienhaus, W.Wetzstein, C.Winnewisser, U.Eichmann, W.Sar.dner and
W..Meh!horn//J.Phys.B. 1995. v.28. p.L225
•i. A.Dorn. J.Nienhaus, W'.Wetzstein, C.Winnewisser, W.Mehlhorn.V.V.Balashov.
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Atomic autoionization studied bv pump-probe experiments using
laser and synchrotron radiation
M Mever*, J Lacoursiere*, L Nahon*§, M Gisselbrecht*. P Morin*§ and M Larzilliere*
* L.U.R.E., Batiment 209D, Universite Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France
S C.E.A.. DRECAM. SPAM. CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
* L.P.A.M., Departement de physique, Universite Laval, Quebec, Canada, G1K 7P4
The combination of laser and synchrotron light has been used to study
autoionization states of free atoms in two different types of experiment. In a
first approach a high power Ar + laser excites ("pumps") small molecules into
a dissociative state in order to produce a "clean", stable source of atomic
halogens, which are subsequently studied ("probed") by the synchrotron
radiation (SR). Secondly, the SR is used in the first step to excited Rydberg
states of rare gases, which are ionized in a second step by a mode-locked Ar +
laser or a dye-laser. In both experiments we could take advantage of the
specific characteristics of lasers and SR, i.e. the high spectral resolution and
the high photon flux of conventional lasers and the large tunabilty in photon
energy of the SR.
By focusing the light of a high power Ar+ laser (visible multiline mode)
onto an effusive jet of 12 molecules we have been able to produce a source of
atomic iodine. The investigation of the autoionization spectra in the region of
the iodine 5s-np resonances (hvSynch=20eV) [1] show complex line structures
reflecting the specific character of open shell atoms. A strong configuration
interaction between the singly-excited I* 5s*5p5np and the doubly-excited
states, mainly I* 5s25p35dnp, has to be taken into account for a quantitative
interpretation of the spectra.
Recently, we have successfully developed a new technique taking
advantage of the time structures of the synchrotron radiation and a pulsed
laser [2]. The synchronisation between the pulses of a mode-locked Ar+ laser
(74.9094Mhz, At=350ps) and the synchrotron radiation pulses of the
SuperACO storage ring in Orsay (8.3233MHz, At=600ps) enables us to study
short lived excited states. As first examples, the photoionization of He and Xe
via the He*ls3p lP and the Xe*5p55d [3/2]i state, respectively, have been
studied. Additionally, a c.w. dye laser was used to study the Xe*5p54f
autoionization state via the Xe*5p55d resonance populated by the SR. These
experiments open a new field of two-photon pump-probe experiments in the
gas phase allowing, as extension to the investigations on laser excited atoms
(e.g. [3,4]), to get detailed information about short-lived highly excited as well
as autoionizing states.
[1] M. Meyer, J. Lacoursiere, P. Morin, F. Combet Farnoux, J.Phys.BH 3875 (1994)
[2] J. Lacoursiere, M. Meyer. L. Nahon. P. Morin, M. Urzilliere.NIMAilL, 545 (1994)
[3) F. Wuilleumier et al., Ann.Phys. 17, Cl (1992)
[4] B. Sonntaa and M. Pahler, in "New directions in research with 3rd gen. SR" (Kluwer
Acad.Pub., Dodrecht, 1994)
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF GENERALIZED p-PARAMETERS OF
ALIGNED ATOMS BY THE COMBINED USE OF TWO ELECTRON SPECTROMETERS
M.Wedowski, iCGodehusen, P.Zimmermann, A.N.Grum-GrzhimaiIc*,
T.Dohrmann*, A.von demBorne*, B.Sonntag*
Institut fur Strahlungs- und Kemphysik, Technische Universitat Berlin,
Hardenbergstrafle 36, D-10623 Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany
*II. Institut fur Experimentalphysik, Universitat Hamburg,
Lumper Giaussee 149, D-22761 Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany
'Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russian Federation
Using the linearly polarized radiation of a cw ring dye laser( 140 mW @ 422.7 run ), a fraction of
20% of Ca atoms in the reaction volume is excited and aligned( Ca 3p 6 4s 2 l S 0 -> Ca" 3p 6 4s4p l Pi).
In a second step, using linearly polarized undulator radiation around 33 eV from the storage ring
BESSY, autoionizing 3p resonances are excited and photoelectrons emitted into different decay
channels are detected ( Ca" 3p'4s3d4p -> Ca* 3p* 4s; Ca* 3p* 3d; Ca* 3p< 4p;.... + e" ).
The intensity of the photoelectron lines strongly depends on the relative orientation of the two
polarization vectors. In addition, the behavior of die intensity modulation depends on die decay
channeK see figure 1 ). For die detailed investigation of the angular behavior we have used two
different geometries for die electron detection: die angle-integrated setup (CMA) and die
angle-resolved set-up (ES). The CMA has a fixed position with respect to the polarization direction of
die ionizing synchrotron radiation. But it offers die advantage diat also photoelectrons emitted out of
plane of die two polarization vectors are collected. As a result i r a independent parameters including
me angle independent cross section can be extracted from the data measured. On the other hand die
ES allows to measure angular dependencies directly, but its motion is restricted to the plane of die
two polarization vectors and it is very sensitive to unavoidable misalignments in me overlap of the
beams. As a result five independent parameters can be extracted from die data measured with me ES,
which do not contain die angle independent cross section. In summary just the combination of both
sets of data can give die maximal number of six independent parameters for an experiment with
linearly polarized laser and synchrotron radiation beams. Since me spectrum of the autoionizing
resonances investigated is very complicated it is not possible to clarify all structures observed in every
detail. On the other hand we have achieved completeness in the sense that no further information can
be extracted with linearly polarized light beams.
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Figure 1: Photoelectron spectra of laser-excited
Ca atoms. The intensity of the photoelectron lines
stronelv deoends on the laser Dolarization.
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Figure 2: Anisotropy parameter for die
decay into the 3d final ionic state derived
from the combined measurements.
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Inner Shell Photoabsorption of Ions with the Dual Laser Produced P l a s m a
(DLP) method.

G. ^Sullivan, P. Dunne, A. Cummings, J.T. Costello*. E.T. Kennedy-.
C. McGu.nness, F. O'Reilly, P. van Kampen and B. WeirunanT
S c h S o f ^ v ^ 1 1 1 ' U n i V W S i t y C ° 1 ! e 8 e D u b l i n " B e ! f i e l d - D u b « " 4. Ireland
School of Phys,cal Scences, Dublin City University, Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland.
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Wavefunctions and Decay
Characteristics of
Autoionizing States
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CONCEPT
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STATES.

CONNECTION BETWEEN STARK STATES OF AN ATOM IN A UNIFORM
E1JECTRIC FIELD AND "STANDARD" AUTOIONIZINO STATES OF ATOMS.
R. Damburg and B. Baranovsky
I n s t i t u t e of Atomic Physics and S p e c t r o s c o p y ,
Latvian University, Raina bulv. 19.,
Riga LV-1586, Latvia
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DESCRIPTION OF ANGULAR CORRELATIONS IN HELIUM-LIKE
SYSTEMS BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL BASIS
M.I. Haysak, M.M. Dovhanich
Institute of Electron Physics, Universitetska, 21,
Uzhgorod 294016, Ukraine
The angular correlations of electrons in the helium-like systems on a
basis
of solving the boundary value problem for two variables in
hyperspherical coordinates method are discussed.
Rotational and vibrational movements of electrons in atom have been
considered more correctly in the rotating coordinates system. In this system all
coordinates are collective enabling one to reach more adequate description of
the coherent movement of electrons. In order to describe two-electron systems
we choose Euler angles and relative coordinates: hyperradius (R), hyperangle
and the angle between the radius-vectors of electrons [1].
The description of angular correlations is reduced to the solution of the
boundary value problem for two variables. For solving this problem the
numerical-analytical method [2] has been used. This method allows the angular
correlations for two variables to be accounted for within the one-channel
approximation.
It is convinient to classify the adiabatical potentials with help of node
lines of the angular part of wave functions. Each adiabatic potential is defined
uniquely by two quantum numbers, the first of which is equal to the sum of the
nodal lines of the angular part of the wave function and the second is equal to
their difference. These numbers are equivalent to T and K values introduced by
Herrick[3].
It has been shown that for small hyperradius values no mixed vibrational
states occur, whereas when R>1 au (i.e. for the ground term (0,0)) and R>5 au
(i.e. for the terms (1,1), (2,0), (2,-2), (3,-1) and (3,0)) a significant rotational
states mixing is observed.
The crossing points of adiabatic potentials which describe the series of
autoionizing states have been determined.
1. Johnson B.R., J.//Chem.Phys.79,19l6(1983).
2. Dovhanich M.I.,Korol" I.Yu.//Prikladnaja mekhanika, 14,80(1978)
(in Russian).
3. Herrick D.R.//Adv.Chem.Phys.52,l(1983).
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ENERGIES AND WIDTHS OF THE 2s2p'nl AUGER STATES IN NA*
Oleg Zatsarinny

Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod 294016, Ukraine
The interpretation of ejected-electron spectra of sodium is additionally complicated by the
fact that the Auger lines, originated from autoionizing states of both Na and Na*, lie in the
same energy region. In our previous paper [1] we presented the systematic calculations of
energies and decay rates for the 2p ] 3snl (n<8) core-excited states in Na. In the present study
we calculated furthermore the energies and widths of the Na* states with the 2s2p6nl
configurations, thus providing a possibility for a complete classification of lines in the
electron spectra. Another motivation for the present study is the recent investigation of Lshell ionization of laser excited Na atoms [2]. Energy splitting of observed Auger lines due to
spin-orbit interaction in the final state in combination with the experimental resolution of the
total orbital angular moment of the initial laser-excited atomic state provides a rare possibility
to study experimentally the partial widths and to test critically the theoretical values.
In present study, the 2s2p6nl states are considered as confined core 2s2p' plus far
removed and weakly interacted outer electron nt. Then the frozen-core Hartree-Fock
approximation is expected to suit for description of such states as first approximation with two
additional improvements. The first is to use the many-configuration wavefunction for
description of the core itself to introduce the inner-core correlation. Adding to the HartreeFock 2s2p core as correlation configurations 2sz2p 3£ (£=0,1,2) and minimizing again the
total energies within the many-configurational scheme, the following configuration mixing is
obtained: VQslf) - 0.9814 2s2p6 + 0.1800 2s*2p43d + 0.0667 2s52p43s + 3 minor terms
due to 2s22p43p. The second improvement is die introduction of the core-polarization
potential for outer electron to simulate the core-valence correlation. Auotoionizing rates were
obtained by the well-known golden-rule-like expression, with using the close-coupling
approximation to describe the final continuum wavefunction of the system 'ion+electron'.
Comparison of the resulting energies with the Hartree-Fock values show that the
maximum correlation corrections are 0.24, 0.15, 0.06 eV for the 3s, 3p and 3d states,
respectively, and they are caused mainly by the core polarization. Analyses of the partial
widths obtained shows that the main corrections are connected with the inner-core correlation
(up to the factor of 2.5), whereas the influence of the core polarization is much smaller
(<10%). The close-coupling corrections have the same order of magnitude (<5%), except for
the 2p ep *S widths, where the virtual trap of ejected electron on unfilled shell of the residual
ion increases the width by a factor of 3. The close agreement between experiment [2] and
theoretical shapes of Auger lines indicates qualitatively a good agreement of total widths,
whereas the agreement between the relative intensities of lines indicates the quality of the
obtained partial widths. The relative intensities calculated with both correlated core and
polarization potential are in a close agreement with the experimental data. The ratio of the
partial widths was proved to be very sensitive to the approximation used and clearly indicates
the importance of various correlation corrections. The most of corrections is connected with
the inner-core correlation. The core-polarization contribution is much smaller, but it also gives
rise to detectable corrections exceeded the experimental uncertainty.
1. O. Zatsarinny and L. Bandurina // J.Phys.B:ALMol.Opt.Phys., 1993, v.26, p.3765.
2. A. Dornetal // J.Phys.B:At.Mol.Opt.Phys.,1995, v.28, p.L225.
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A GENERAL PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING MATRIX ELEMENTS IN
ATOMIC STRUCTURE WITH NON-ORTHOGONAL ORBITALS
Oleg Zatsarinny
Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod 294016, Ukraine

In many atomic processes involving inner atomic shells, the relaxation of electron orbitals
plays the important role. The relaxation can be most efficiently included into consideration by
using the non-orthogonal orbitals for the initial and final state. This requires the evaluating of
the matrix elements of various operators with respect to the non-orthogonal one-particle
orbitals. Initially, these matrix elements can be expressed as weighted sums of relevant radial
integrals, possibly multiplied by overlap integrals. The program computes all the arising
coefficients of the radial integrals and the corresponding overlap factors.
The calculations follow the method based on the representation of configuration wave
functions through the Slater determinants [1], using the combination of the vector coupling
and fractional parentage methods. The program, therefore, can also be used for obtaining the
corresponding vector-coupling coefficients. Then the coefficients of the radial integrals and
their overlap factors are obtained from integration over all spin and angular coordinates for the
separate Slater functions that is much more simple task. Integration over the radial coordinates
is defined either as unity, zero, or as expression for radial integrals. Due to the additional task
of finding the determinant expansion, the method used is more laborious than those based on
the Racah techniques [2,3] and widely used now for calculating 1he matrix elements with
orthogonal orbitals. On the other hand, the present technique admits a simple extension to the
case of non-orthogonal orbitals by the most general way. Besides, considerable reduction of
calculations has been achieved by using the tables of vector coupling coefficients for the
individual subshells.
Any number of s, p, or d electrons are allowed in a shell, but no more than two electrons or
two holes in any shell of higher orbital angular momentum. In principle, the program admits
the simple extension to the case of any f-subshell, but this requires the use of very large
auxiliary file (about 2 Mbytes) for the corresponding vector coupling coefficients. LScoupling is used, but its extension to ^/-coupling is straightforward. Any amount of nonorthogonality between the orbitals may be presented leading to overlap integrals for the matrix
elements.
The operators included in the present version of the program are the one- and two-particle
electrostatic interaction along with the one-particle tensor operator and simple overlap. Matrix
elements of these operators provide the basis for studying the formation or decay of the innershell vacancies. It has long been recognized that consideration of non-orthogonality leads to a
more correct structure for interaction matrix elements and has great importance for the
accurate determination of radiative decay or autoionization. A comprehensive review of
application of the non-orthogonal orbitals to atoms has been recently given by Kupliauskiene

1.
2.
3.
4.

E. U. Condon and G. H. Shortley, The theory of atomic spectra (1935).
U. Fano // Phys. Rev. A, 1965, v.140, p.67.
A. Hibbert and C. Froese Fischer//Comput. Phys. Commun., 1991, v.64, p.417.
A. Kupliauskiene // Lithunian Journal of Physics, 1995, v.35, p. 113.
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ASYMPTOTIC WAVEFUNCTION FOR THREE CHARGED PARTICLES IN THE
CONTINUUM RELEVANT FOR IONIZATION PROCESSES
A.M. Mukhamedzhanov' and M. Lieber*
'Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843, USA
'Physics Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701, USA

To calculate the ionization amplitude one needs lo know the three-body Coulomb scattering wave
function in different regions including the region where two particles are close to each other and far away
from th* third one. The asymptotic behavior of the three-body scattering wave function in that region
has been found in f l ] . This wave function satisfies the asymptotic Schrodinger equation to leading order.
The aim of this talk is to suggest an improved analytic expression for the approximate three-body
continuum wave function. The wave function presented here is analytic in the singular directions, and
can be used for practical calculatti>ne This is in contrast with the wave function derived in [1], which
is singular in the singular directions. Cotoider a system of three particles with mass m. and charge e,,
a = 1,2,3, in the continuum. Let r. stands foe the relative coordinate between particles 0 and y, p , is
the relative coordinate between particle a and the center of mass of pair (f3,y), k. and q,, are their
conjugate momenta. We look for the solution to the Schrodinger equation in the asymptotic region
Q.: rjpa « 1. Our idea is to single out explicitly the wave functions describing the relative motion of the
pairs 0 * (7,a) and y » (jS.ot) interacting via pure Coulomb potentials Vg and Vf, respectively, and
then to derive an equation describing the relative motion of panicles of the pair a «= (J3,y) distorted by
the presence of the third particle a. Then we find an asymptotic solution to this equation in Q. which
satisfies this equation in the first order 0{\JpJ. This allows us to write the continuum wave function for
three charged particles which satisfies the Schrodinger equation up to terms of order O(llt>J in (!„:

Here • y . j f / , , ) is toe continuum solution of die two-body Schrodinger equation describing the
relative motion of panicles 0 and y with the relative kinetic energy £„ » k*(pj)/2n^; the "effective
local momentum" of the relative motion of particles 0 and y in the Coulomb field of the third particle

*«(P») ° *« * ' L,

*v«

'.

' n f y(^,«)'

N, is the normalization factor, F(a,b,c;xj is the confluent hypergeometric function, ij a is the Coulomb
parameter of panicles 0 and y, m^ = m, + m,, m. = m^rnym^, f, = l y , - k,r,, f^ •» k^>. - k^>a,
«^ = - '*. * ' * «<* = 1 f° r ( a . f t being a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3), and t — — 0. The derived
wave function 7 ^ , ( r .>P.) a the asymptotic solution of the Schrddinger equation in (1., contains all
die terms of order (3(l/pJ including single eikonal ones corresponding to rescattering of the particles
8 and y from panicle a and joins smoothly with Redmond-Merkuriev's wave function in 0 o , where
all three particles are well separated [2,3]. This function may be used in practical calculations of
ionization in ion-atom collisions.
This work was supported in part by the U.S. DOE under Grant No. DE-FG03-93ER40773 and
me die Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Project no. 436 USB-113-1-0.
1. E.O. Alt and A.M. Mukhamedzhanov// Phys. Rev. A. 1993. v.47. p. 2004.
2. P.J. Redmond (unpublished).
3. S.P. Merkuriev// Theor. Math. Phys. 1977. v.32. p. 680.
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PECULIARITIES OF AUTOIONIZATION
INDUCED BY FINE STRUCTURE TRANSITION
S.I.Nikitin and V.N.Ostrovsky
Institute of Physics, The University of St Petersburg, 198904 St Petersburg, Russia
The atitoionization of doubly excited states can be induced by transitions between the
fine structure sviblevels of the weakly excited electron. Since the fine structure splitting
AE is quite small, this autoionization channel becomes operative only when the principal
quantum number n t of the outer electron is high enough (nt > nut,)- While this additional channel is open, it enhances appreciably the autoionization width F n ,. The related
peculiarities in the serial behaviour of Tn, (stepwise increase with nt at n l l h were observed
experimentally [1] (see also the bibliography in Ref.[2j).
The important point is that the decay induced by the fine-structure transition corresponds to very small values of the ejected electron momentum p. Therefore the estimate
holds: Z/p >> ii/VT7, where r»i, I] 3> 1 and Z is the charge of the residual ion [Z = 1
for autoionization of neutral atom). We have carried out the asymptotic analysis of this
case (which was not considered previously [3]) assuming that Z/p ~ /]. It is convpnient
to present result for the ratio 7 — A2/A\ of two autoionization amplitudes.
(i) Ai is induced by the fine-structure transition (nj/j) h = Jj +1/2 =*• (nj/j) J2 = h~
1/2. Here the dipole transition is forbidden and the inner electron undergoes qnadrupole
transition. The outer electron is emitted with the momentum p2.
(ii) Ai is induced by the conventional autoionization decay (n^l-i) =*• (n0/o). The
dipole-allowed transition is presumed for the inner electron; the outer electron is ejected
with the momentum p\. Here (nj/j), (>Wo) a r e 'he principal quantum number and orbital
momentum for the inner active electron, jj is its total angular momentum. Our asymptotic
estimate for 7 reads:
'

/o) \a)
(n 2 /, | r | no/o)

l

\l

nj

'

where the parameter a ~ 1. This result reproduces the stepwise enhancment of the
autoionization amplitude mentioned above.
Additionally, in the region under consideration (Z/p ~ lt) we have obtained the
following estimate for the matrix element

(ni'il r-*"1 I frf, - A)

\\*J

where k is the order of multtpole producing decay, / is the orbital momentum of the ejected
electron. This result implies priority of the channels leading to the enhancment of the
orbital momentum for the outgoing electron (analogue of the well-known Bethe rule). For
the conventional decay channels this rule was formulated in Refs.[3,4]; it was confirmed
by subsequent theoretical and experimental studies.
References
[1] W.Sandner et ai. / / Phys.Rev.A. 1983. v.27. p. 1715.
[2] M.Poirier. / / Phys.Rev.A. 1994. v.50. p. 1.135.
[3] S.I.Nikitin and V.N.Ostrovsky. / / .I.Phys.B. 1980. v.13. p.1961.
[4] S.I.Nikitin. / / Opt.Spcktrosr. 1977. v.42. p.793.
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CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF TWO -ELECTRON AUGER TRANSITION
IN POSITIVE IONS
V.M.Borodin and A.K.Kazansky
Institute of Physics, The University of S'Petersburg, S'Petersburg, 198904, Russia
The classical statistical mechanics is applied for analysis of two-electron Auger
transition in murricharged ions. This approach was succesfutty apllied previously for
calculation of inelastic cross sections of collisions of fast electrons with Rydberg atoms [11.
Presently we consider the Auger transitions {nl,nt ,12) =* ("3> £ *) - These transitions are
assumed to occur due to the electron collisions with substantial energy transfer between
them (the tough coBisions) what implies that the collision between the electrons takes place
in a quite small volume inside of the classically allowed for both the electrons region. In this
case the Bethe rule fails. With the / 2 increase the space volume of the region, where such
collisions can occur, shrinks what results in drastic decrease of the corresponding Auger
width. For l2 > lcr the classically aiowed regions for the electrons do not overlap and the
width calculated within the classical scheme is zero (within the quantum-mechanical
treatment this width is to be exponentially small).
The state of an electron with the fixed energy e and the angular momentum / in
the potential t / ( r )

is described with the microcanonicaj distribution

j

{2

+ U(r)

where r, p are the radiu4s-vector and momentum of the electron, pit) is the density of
states.
Generally, in the approximation of large momentum transfer and within the first-order
perturbation theory, the total Auger width is represented as a sum of three contributions
responding to direct, exchange and inteference processes. Each the contribution is
represented as a one-dimensional integral over the radial coordinate r. The criteria of
applicability of the classical local approximation are formulated. One of the criteria implies
the restriction from the smaB-r side.
In the report we present the results of our calculations of the triplet and singlet
widths r ( 1 ' ° averaged over the initial and summed over the final slates. Such quantities do
not exhibit substantial dependence on the correlation interaction of the electrons, what
corroborates our calculations with the independent one-particle treatment of the electrons.
For-example, we give here the widths of the Auger transitions in O + * ion averaged
over the spin variable. These results are compared with the data of the close coupling
calculations [21. The correspondence is reasonable from the qualitative point of view and,
with / increase, it is improving. A number of other calculated results confirm this statement.
The origin of the discrepancy for small values of angular momentum will be discussed.
"1

n2

h
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V.M.Borodin, A.K.Kazansky//J.Phys.B. 1993. v.26. p.1863.
H.Bachau eta!. II At. Data & Nucl. Data Tables. 1990. v.44. p 305
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HYPERSPHERICAL CLOSE-COUPLING APPROACH TO
HIGH-LYING DOUBLY EXCITED STATES OF He AND H~

Jian-Zhi Tang and Isao SHiuuiiuura
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (UIKKN)
Wako, Saitama 3 r )l-0l, Japan
The recent developments in the techniques for atomic and molecular spectroscopv
with the synchrotron radiation have led to a wealth of ingredients for unraveling the
physics of rich resonance structures in photoionizatioii and photodetai Imient spectra.
For photoionization of He, for example, the structures are due to tin- intedereme between
the indirect photoionization process He-f hv —> H e " —> He + + e~ via a doubly excited
state (DES) H e " and the direct process without the intermediate state H e " .
We have developed the hyperspherital close-coupling (HSCC) method for accurate calculations and physically transparent interpretations of resonances in photoionization and
photodetachment of two-electron systems. In this method, we give up the single-electron
coordinates i"i and r? relative to the nuclear position. Instead, we use the following "hyperspherical (HS) coordinates": (1) three angular coordinates that specify the orientation
of the triangle defined by the positions of the electrons and the nucleus. (2) a hyperr.idius
R = {rf + r ^ } 1 ' 2 , which is a measure of the size of the two-electron system as a whole,
and (3) two angular coordinates specifying the relative orientation between the electrons.
The energies of the two-electron system, plotted as functions of r?. are similar to the
potential energy curves (PEC) for diatomic molecules. Most DES may be approximated as
states of motion in R supported by these PEC, analogous to vibrational states of diatomic
molecules. This is the conventional "adiabatic" HS-coordinate approach. For accurate
descriptions, however, we need to consider the coupling among many P E C This theory, namely HSCC, has greatly improved the accuracy over the adiabatic HS-coordinatr
approach and over the conventional independent-electron-coordinate approaches.
Examples of applications of the HSCC method to photoionization spectra of He in
the ground and excited states are found in Refs. 2 and 3, where the energy region up to
the threshold of the production of He + (n=7) is treated. Reference 3 illustrates a good
agreement with state-of-the-art measurements of resonance fine structures not only in the
total cross sections but also in the partial and differential cross sections. Another set of
examples is the photodetachrnent from H~ in the ground ' 5 state 4 ' 5 and in the excited
3
P' state. 6 The agreement with experiment is excellent also for K~('>); no experiments
exist for
H-(3P').
Extension of the HSCC theory to double ionization has also been successful.'
1. J.-Z. Tang, S. Watanabe, and M. Matsuzawa, Pliys. Rev. A 46. 24:17 (19<)2).
2. J.-Z. Tang and I. Shimamura, Phys. Rev. A 50, 1321 (l!)SM).
3. A. Menzd. S. P. Frigo, S. B. Whitfield, C. D. Caldwell, M. 0 . Krause. J.-Z. Tang, and
I. Shimainura, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 1479 (I<JU.r,).
1. J.-Z. Tang, Y. Wakabayashi, M. Matsuzawa, S. Wiitanabc, and I. Sliiiiiamura, Phy.v
R.-v. A 49, 1021 (IMM):
5. J.-Z. Tang and I. Shimainma, Phys. Rev. A 51. R1738 (L'«5).
G. J.-Z. Tang. C. D. Liu, B. Zhou.Ami I. .Shiiiiaiiuira. I'hys. Rev. A 5 1 . t(i') I (I!)!)'.).
7. J.-Z. Tang and I. Sliimamuia, Phys. Rev. A 52. No. 1 (l!)'J.ri), in press.
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A U T O I 6 N I Z I N G VALENCE E X C I T A T I O N S IN T H E 3d, 4d A N D 5d
G R O U N D A N D EXCITED A T O M S A N D IONS: C R , CR-, M N , M N + ,
MN + % F E + , F E + + , MO, MO*, T C , TC+ and RE
V.K. Dolmatov and M.M. Mansurov
S.V. Starodubtsev Physical-Technical Institute, G. Mavlyanova Str.2, 700084 Tashkent,
Uzbekistan, E-mail: ValeriQvkd.silk.glag.apc.org
The given research was initially stimulated by experimental results of Baig ei a! (1990) *
who indicated that a 3d resonant absorption spectrum of Cr ihowed extremely narrow
3d—>np Rydbergs, even for low values of n, in contrast to species adjacent to Cr in the
periodic table, to Mn for instance. It has long been supposed to be entirily due to a
high hydrogenidty for some reason or other happened to the excited np orbital* of Cr.
However, up to now, to the authors' best knowledges, no purposeful sofisticated manybody theoretical studies have been undertaken to explore the Ci's feature. This prompted
us to start such a study on Cr. The results obtained turned out to be striken, so that we
could not help extending our study to nd—»mp Rydbergs for all other nd* transition atoms
and ions: Cr(3d* 4s1 TS), Mn(3d* 4s 3 *S), Mn+(3d« 4s 1 r S), Fe + (3d' 4s 3 «S), Fe + + (3d 6
4s' 'S), Mo(4d' 5.' r S), Tc(4d8 Ss3 *S), Tc + (4d 5 5s1 r S), and Re(W 6 6s3 «S). As a result,
we established for the first time characteristic regularities related to the nd—-tap resonant
widths and intensities for these elements. Some of our predictions are as follows:
• The nd—•mp resonance widths, iZt^n^, for all atoms/ions with a nd'tCn+l^T TS
ground state configuration (both subshells are half-filled, the electron spins point in
the same direction shown by arrow) are to be extremely narrow;
• The nd—»mp resonance widths, 7J31»»>. f° r *" excited atoms/ions with a nd*|(n+1 )sl I
9
S metastable configuration (both subsbells are half-filled, spin orientations of the
nd* and (n+l)s electrons are opposite) are to be much larger than those for the
ground states defined above;
• For all atoms/ions with a semififled nd5 subshell and a closed (n+l)s 3 one
(nd*T (n+l)»T (n+l)sl *S) the resonant profiles for (n+l)»f- and (n+l)si- photoionisation cross sections are dramatically different in maximum values;
The discovered regularities vanish with coming over to other atoms with other semifiUed
subshells. We numerically prove it for Li'(ls2s 3 3 S), B e + ( l s 1 2 r ! 2 S), B ^ l s ^ s ' S s 2 l S),

FllfTf&tf

*S), a*(...3 P 5 4s J 4S), as well as for Eu(4f6s 3 »S) and Eu+(4T6«1 »S),

with Is 1 , 2s 1 , 2p 3 , 3p3 and if semifilled subsheBs and otherwise closed, respectively.
Overall, it is the purpose of this paper to bring these scrutinised findings with the related
physics up to readers. Our calculations are based on both the 'spin-polariied' HartreeFock approximation and 'spin-polarised' random phase approximation with exchange.
This research was supported by the International Science Foundation, grant No. MZHOOO,
and in part by Usbek Foundation for Promotion of Fundamental Science, contract No. 10.
1. M.A.Baig, A.Rashid, I.Ahmed, J.P.Connerade, J.Hormes// J.Phys.B. V23. p.3488
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DE-EXCITATION CASCADES IN CORE-IONIZED ATOMS.
A.G.Kochur, V L.Sukhorukov, V F Demekhin, A 1 Dudenko, Ph.V Demekhin 1
Rostov State University of Transport Communications, Rostov-na-Donu, 344017 Russia
fRostov Stale University. Physics Dept, Rostov-na-Donu, 344102 Russia

Creation of one or several inner-shell vacancies in an atom gives rise to a de-excitation
cascade which stops when all the vacancies are replaced to the outermost shells and can
not decay any more. In such a cascade, its non-radiative transitions lead to the creation of
multiply charged ions whose charge distribution substantially depends on the electron configuration of an atom and on the initial inner-shell-ionized configuration. Auger and fluorescent spectra emitted in the course of the development of a cascade have very complex
multicomponent satellite structures since they are emitted by the ions in various multivacancy configurations.
To describe various characteristics of the decay cascades, we propose an approach
based on straightforward construction of de-excitation trees. Our model includes:
• All possible radiative and non-radiative de-excitation pathways for each of the intermediate vacancies of a cascade. Transition
probabilities are calculated in a singleconfiguration Hartree-Fock approximation;
• Ejection of additional electrons through the monopole shake processes both upon creation
of initial vacancies and in the course of cascade development;
• Dependence of transition energies and transition probabilities
tion of an ion;
• Simulation of electrostatic and spin-orbital level splitting
energy level spectra.

on the electron configura-

using global characteristics of

Within this scheme, ion charge spectra u , Auger spectra 3'4, and fluorescent spectra for
the cascades in rare gases are calculated. Good agreement with available experimental data is
obtained. Low-energy Auger decays are known to be accompanied by multiple Auger processes, i.e. the processes with ejection of more than one electron. This affects the development
of low-energy cascades. An attempt has been made to calculate double and triple Auger probabilities in Ne by considering many-electron correlations in die initial and final states.
1. A.G Kochur, A.l.Dudenko, V.L.Sukhorukov and I.D.P«rov.//J.Phys.B. 1994. v.27. p.1709
2. A.GKochur, V.LSukhorukov, A.LDudenkoandPh.V.Demekhin.// J.Phys.B. 1995. v28. p. 387
3. A.G Kochur and V.L.Sukhorukov. //5th European Conf. on At Mol.Phys. Edinburgh, 1995: Book of
Abstracts, Part 1, p.65
4. A.G.Kochur, V L Sukfaorukov // J Electron Spectrosc. and ReJatPhenom. 1995. (In press).
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ALIGNMENT TRANSFER
IN MULTI-BRANCHING CASCADE OF RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS
IN THE DIELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION PROCESS
V.V.Balashov, I.V.Bodrenko, V.K.Dolinov, S.I.Strakhova
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow 119899, Russia
Alignment of autoionizing states populated via the dielectronic recombination of
ion (DR), being transferred to lower lying ionic levels in course of the cascade of
radiative transitions, can result in angular anisotropy of emitted photons and Auger
electrons. This effect is of significance for modern DR-experiments with highly-charged
ions when this radiation is detected to measure cross-sections of the process [1-3]. In
[4] we have introduced a system of recurrent relations for statistical tensors of the ionic
states to trace evolution of the ionic spin-density matrix during the cascade. Now,
following [4], we perform a series of calculations to investigate influence of the primary
alignment of ions in the DR process on angular distribution, linear polarization and
angular-correlation function of photons emitted at various stages of the cascade. The
calculations show pronounced effects of the alignment.
1. M.Schuls et.al.// Phys.Rev.Lett. 1987. v.58 p.1734
2. M.Schuls et.al.// Phys.Rev.Lett. 1990. v. 65 p.1849
3. D.A.Knapp et.al.// Phys.Rev.A 1993. v.47 p.2039
4. V.V.Balashov et.al.// Opt. and Spectrosc. 1994. v.77 p.804,
Opt.Spectrosk. 1994. v.77 p.891 (in Russian)
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TENTATIVE RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS FROM AUTOIONIZING LEVELS OF
MAGNESIUM ATOM.
Yu.M.Smimov
Moscow Power Engineering Institute, Moscow 111250, Russia
Inelastic collisions of slow electrons with magnesium atom were studied by the
method of extended crossing beams with recording an optical signal from the
intersection region. Recorded at 30eV electron energy spectrograms, besides the
spectral lines of Mgl and Mgll, known from spectroscopic works, also include several
tens of lines before unknown. The excitation cross sections of these lines have the
value of about 10'1* cm5.
As the work1 contains practically all spectral lines of Mgl and Mgll, occurred by
transitions between known normal excited levels, an attempt to interprets newly found
lines as a result of transitions from autoionizing levels of magnesium atom has been
made. In the present work spectral region from 190 to 600 nm has been studied;
previously in this spectral region seven transitions from 3p3d1D° and 3p3d3D°
autoionizing levels and eight transitions from other autoionizing levels of magnesium
atom were known2.
Author proposes the exact values of wavelengths and besides transitions for
50 spectral lines of Mgl. For classifying of transitions the information of autoionizing
levels of magnesium atom was used from works 2 and 3. As the accuracy of
wavelength measurement amounts to ± 0.1 nm in the present work, the error in the
wavelength values is defined by the error in the level energy values, given in works 2
and3.
1. V.Kaufman and W.C.Martin. // J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data.1991. v.20. P.83.
2. R.Okasaka and K.Fukuda. // J. Phys. B.: At.Mol. Phys. 1982. V.15. p.347.
3. W.C.Martin and R.Zalubas. / / J . Phys. Chem. Ref. Data.1980. v.9. p.1.
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Applications

THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTOIONIZATION PHENOMENA IN
THE OPACITY AND IRON PROJECTS
Keith A. Urmiigton
Department of Applied Mathematics ,t Theoretical Physics, Queen's University, Belfast
BT7 INN, U.K.
Modern research in theoretical atomic physics is driven partly by a pressing demand for
high quality atomic data for a wide range of applications. This provides considerable stimulus
to develop efficient theoretical techniques, such as the R-matrix method', to model all relevant
phenomena in electron and photon collisions with complex atoms and ions.
Iron-peak elements (Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) are so important in many areas of astrophysics and in laboratory experiments, that an international collaboration, 'The IRON Project',
has been launched to provide the relevant electron excitation data needed in astrophysics2.
This collaboration is similar to the recently-completed Opacity Project3, which demonstrated that when accurate atomic data are produced systematically for astrophysical applications, the results can have important implications for astronomy.
Autoionization phenomena are extremely important in the calculation of reaction cross
sections and rates required for such applications.
In the case of radiative opacities, there are many examples where the opacity is considerably enhanced by resonance contributions in the photoionization cross section a? particular frequencies. One particular type of enhancement is the so-called 'PEC resonance
(Photo-Excitation of the Core) in the photoionization of ionic excited states. For example,
states of the form laJ2.sr2p"n{ give rise to transitions to autoionizing final state configurations
Is72sr~12p>l+lnl, and results in a strong enhancement of the photoabsorption cross section.'1
In the case of electron excitation from atoms and ions, again one frequently finds that
autoionization resonance structure in the cross section gives a significant contribution to the
thermally-averaged 'effective collision strength' or excitation rate. To take single example,
consider electron excitation of He+. Now the Is — 2s transition has a collision strength which
varies only slowly with temperature; the resonances are not particularly important. However,
the collision strength for 1J -4.S rises rapidly at low temperatures; this is due to doubly-excited
states of helium 5lnl' lying close to and below the n = 4 excitation threshold.5
Further examples of autoionization, especially in more complex atoms, will be discussed.
1. P.G.Burke and K.A.Berrington, eds.// 'Atomic and Molecular Processes: an R-matrix
Approach'. ISBN 0-7503-0199-9. IOP Publ.1993
2. D.G.Hummer, K.A.Berrington, W.Eissner, A.K.Pradhan, H.E.Saraph and .I.A.Tully//
Astron.k Astrophys. 1993. v.279. p.298
i. The Opacity Project Team.//'The Opacity Project'. ISBN 0-7.r)0:S-()'.'88-7. 1OP Publ.1995
1. .J.A.Tully, M.J.Seaton and K.A.Berringt<m//.J.Phys.B, 1990. v.23. p.3811
5. K.A.Berrington, R.Ki.sii'tin.s and P.H.Norringl.on//A.slron.& Astrophys. I9!).1}. In press.
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